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The project examined key elements of success in large high school conversions to
smaller learning community complexes. The review of current research found that the
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mere act of making schools smaller by size of staff and student population is not enough
of a structural change to affect student learning and achievement. Six defining
characteristics of a small school were identified as key elements to a learning community
that can demonstrate success by significantly improved graduation rates, testing scores
and college applications and acceptances. The manual describes a developed six step
process which addresses all of the elements which lead to success, though the conversion
of a large and comprehensive high school into a complex of several small schools sharing
one campus. The overall purpose of the manual was to offer a process by which the
successful implementation of small schools could be assured, and the conditions created
for teachers to improve teaching and the environment focused on learning for all students.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
Introduction
"Over the past few decades, educational research has suggested
that, all else equal, small schools tend to produce significantly
better results for students. These results are most pronounced for
students who are typically least well served by traditional schools.
Yet it is important to recognize that 'small' is not enough. While it
is true that small schools are generally more successful than large
schools, smaller size is only part of the answer." (DarlingHarnmond, 2002, p.3)
Darling-Hammond (2002) suggested to school designers that successful small
schools can not attribute improved testing scores and graduation rates to the one
condition of being small. In addition, Darling-Hammond (2002) stated that designers are
more likely to develop effective small learning communities by considering the lessons
learned from reform efforts in districts and schools of the past several decades. Thomas
Toch (2003) reminded that small schools are merely a means to an end, and only
foundation which allows other positive learning conditions to exist. Gregory (2001) said
that the semantics of calling schools "small" complicates school redesign because small
schools are so much more, having other pronounced characteristics such as autonomy,
continuity, personalization, time and control. Meier (2000) described small as enough for
the entire staff to sit around one table and talk, and for everyone to be known by
everyone. Gewertz (200 I) contends that an agreed upon definition of what constitutes
1
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small causes further confusion to school planners.
Meier (2000) continued that human instinct to find a single solution that will
address the multiple challenges of creating schools that engage students and provide for
academic rigor. Darling-Hammond (2000) added that a common mistake of planners is to
focus on small, while erring to provide other conditions required to improve learning
environments.
Tom Gregory (2001) stated that among experts, small school autonomy is an
element key to the successes oflearning communities. Cotton (2001) said a small school
must define itself with a common vision and make its own decisions. Only self-governing
schools can be held accountable for the results of their decisions holds Meier (2000). This
entails total self-governance of a small school team to have total control over their own
staffing, budget, scheduling and curriculum. Lear (2001) stated that even small schools
are collocated on the same campus, they should behave as though are at least three blocks
away from each other.
Toch (2003) held that strategies in small schools to support continuous
relationships are also a critical feature of effective small schools. The personalization of
smaller learning communities is key to engaging teacher and student explained Ancess
and Ort (1999). Cotton (2001) described teachers and students in small schools that know
each other for years through programs that include looping and scheduled time for
advisory. Darling-Hammond (2002) described the difference between a student to teacher
ratio for class size as something different than a teacher's overall case load throughout
the course of a school year. Lear (2001) asserted that high personalization is almost as
important to small school effectiveness as autonomy. Cotton (2001) said that when
teachers and students know each other well, they both are more willing to work with each
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other toward success, and teachers will understand individual strengths and weaknesses
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of students.
Gladden (2000) held self-selecting teachers and students are fundamental traits
found in achieving small schools. Meier (1998) added students and teachers who have
chosen to be affiliated with a distinctive school have naturally invested themselves with
the vision of the school simply by making a choice to be there. Cotton (2001) described
the notion is intuitive that teachers and students who work together be surrounded by the
like-minded. Raywid & Oshiyama (2000) proposed choice as an alternative to teacher
assignment and student placement. Teachers and students who have been grouped by
common interest have a major impact on the overall character of the school, shared
visions and common goals. The Architecture Research Institute (1999) said "A selfselected staff and constituency results in a school community that is cohesive and
committed to common goals."(p.9)
Darling-Hammond (2002) held that school planners must be on the lookout for
too much homogeneity when dealing with self-selecting staffs and students. Democratic
principles of small schools which include student and teacher voice in decision making
means schools must make efforts to bring diversity to the discussion and consider
alternative perspectives and view points (Meier, 1995).
Husbands and Beese (2001) asserted that achieving equity is across schools is an
important tenant of small schools and included in predetennined design principles of
schools and districts considering small school conversions. Recognizing targeted
programs of the past that have fractured resource allocations, Husbands and Beese (2001)
list federal guidelines of strategies which must be addressed to receive federal grants for
whole school conversions. Darling-Hammond (2002) said that school districts, also,
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must allow adequate resources and examine inequalities in past disbursements to ensure
all schools are meeting the needs of all students.
Sizer (1996) described democratic and equitable schools, community and parent
involvement also as condition necessary for reform, and ifleft ignored can become a road
block in district or school redesign. In addition Darling-Hammond (2002) held that a
power of small schools are the community and parent networks that strengthen the
relationships needed to support children, and better understand students so teaching can
be crafted to individual needs. Indeed Mitchell (2000) stated that small schools "revive"
community and parent involvement in neighborhood schools, especially where such
participation has been eroded by the large and comprehensive high school.
Cotton (2001) asserted that support for strong teaching must exist in small
schools. Without networks, professional development and proactive collaboration
between teachers, the small school will lack the substance of rigorous curriculum and a
varied repertoire of instructional practices to reach all kids. Darling-Hammond (1999)
added that quality teachers are one of the most important determinants of achieving
students in schools. Husbands and Beese (2001) recognized that teacher unions are a key
"player" in this regard, and must support staffing assignments and reconsider seniority
issues if the right groups of teachers are going to successfully come together in small
schools.
Lear (2001) of the Small Schools Project demonstrated that to convert today's
large and comprehensive high schools into smaller, more autonomous learning
communities there are many considerations and models that must be considered.
Husbands and Beese (2001) asserted that a theory of action be put into place, and many
models investigated so schools do not "reinvent the wheel". Darling-Hammond (2002)
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held that whole school conversion to smaller learning communities entails instilling many
characteristics and traits into these schools, while keeping larger conditions of the
learning community in place for successful conversions to occur. Thomas Toch (2003)
asserted that researchers agree that simply being a small school is not enough to
personalize education so that students are engaged and teachers are inspired to expect the
best from all kids, and their achievement will be reflected in eventual success.

Statement of the Problem

Can a traditional, large and comprehensive high school convert into smaller
learning communities that will truly support students of their neighborhood while
embracing the many known characteristics of effective small schools? Do the conditions
of district, school and the community exist that will enable such a school to successfully
convert and sustain several small schools over a period of time that will allow improved
student achievement and autonomous, more personal learning enviromnents for all kids?
How can school designers ensure they are not re-inventing the wheel of small school
conversion by adopting the key elements of small learning communities and overlooking
the mistakes of previously attempted conversions, while making sure they are still paying
attention to the specific needs of their student populations?

Pumose of the Project

The purpose of this project is to create a manual for the school wide conversion of
Evergreen High School, in the Highline School District, into four distinctively different,
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autonomous, smaller learning communities that will bring strong teams of teachers
together to successfully engage and move all students served in the neighborhood toward
high academic achievement.

Limitations of the Project

The project is limited to address the issues of small school development and
conversion for a traditional factory model high school in an urban setting within which
over fifty languages are spoken and the many ethnic populations are highly transient.

Research

A review ofliterature for this project is limited to professional journal articles
written within the last ten years and books written within the last fifteen years. Additional
information was attained through similar high school redesign initiatives.

Definition of Terms
For the Purpose of this project the following terms will be defined:
Small Learning Community: Any separately defined, individualized learning unit
within a larger school setting. Teachers and students are scheduled together and
frequently have a common area of the school in which to hold most or all of their classes
(Sammon, 2000)
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Small School: A Small Learning Community with generally less than 400
students, that stands by itself or shares a building with other schools, yet remains
autonomous unto itself (Cotton, 2001).
Autonomous School: A school that controls its own structure, budget, learning
program, daily schedule, transportation plans, classrooms, teachers and students (Cotton,
2001).
Focus or Themed School: A theme around which teachers and students coalesce
because of their shared interest in it. This distinctiveness, together with autonomy and
secured spaces is regarded as responsible for the impressive success many of these
schools have achieved (Gladden, 1998).
Student Advisory: A purposeful program in which time is worked into a school
schedule that allows teachers and students to communicate ideas, academic goals and
career ambitions and make plans to achieve them. (Darling-Hammond, 2001)
Community Advisory: Opportunities for parent and communities to deliver inputs
and ideas into a schools learning program. (Darling-Hammond, 2001)
Conversion School: A large and comprehensive high school which is undergoing,
or has previously undergone the transformation into a host for several small Schools.
(Toch, 2001)
Large (and Comprehensive) School: A traditional factory-model high school with
many and varied course offerings and electives that does not support any one focus or
theme. Generally, a school of more than 500 students that lacks personalization across
staff and students where people do not know each other. (Darling-Hammond, 2001)
Start Up School: A Small School that is not a result of a conversion. (Cotton,
2001)
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School Within a School (SWAS): A small school with lesser degrees of autonomy
that is housed in a larger host school. (Darling-Hammond, 1999)
Host School: A school that serves as a central campus and resource provider to
other small schools. Typically the aftermath of a conversion. (Cotton, 2001)
Site Council: Coordinating body of a shared campus with representation from
schools that share a campus, and other resource providers for that campus. (Stanford,
2004)
School Design Team: A group of teachers and school personnel who meet
regularly to design a small school. Typically, the first staff of that school.
Site Coordinator: District Coordinator from the Office of School Redesign who is
assigned as a liaison to one of the four district high schools, for the purpose of ensuring
schools are converting in accordance with School Board objectives and DOE Grant rules.
The Office of School Redesign: Newly formed district level office to administer
the DOE grant and oversee the district wide conversion of all high schools in the
Highline School district.
Shared Resources: Any resource shared by small schools on a campus. Depending
on the level of autonomy of each small school, resources may or may not be used by
small schools. For example: The Library and Cafeteria.

CHAPTER TWO
A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM
SELECTED SOURCES
Introduction

Researchers agreed (Gregory, 2001; Darling-Hammond, 2001; Gregory, 2001)
that making schools small by staff and student emollment alone was not enough of an
educational reform to affect student engagement and learning. Husbands and Beese
(2001) stated that small schools do not look the same across the nation. Small schools
that have shown marked improvement in testing scores and graduation rates have many
similar key elements that equally contribute to the overall success of a school. Deborah
Meier (1998) has said "small is not enough".

The Need for a School Manual

Ancess and Ort (1999) among others (Cotton, 2001; Lear, 2001) have identified
elements that can be found in successful small schools that are not exclusive to small
schools. Gregory (2001) demonstrated that some large schools, also, contain many of
these same elemental characteristics. Darling-Hammond (2002) found that small schools
have been better able to provide a suitable environment that allowed important traits of a
school to be successful.
Fine and Somerville (2000) contended that large and comprehensive schools that
have examined the experiences of other schools that have converted, have been more
successful in their own process, and have experienced a more smooth transition. Toch
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(2003) added that educational reform that included large school conversions to smaller
and more personal schools were advantaged by the systems that have supported these
changes in recent years.
The Assistant Secretary to the United States Department of Education, Dr. Hans
Meeder (2005) said that grants to encourage small school conversions were awarded to
schools and districts that have previously demonstrated complete research and work
leading to a choice to convert to smaller learning communities. Meeder (2005) said the
grants require federal reporting from the district that document progress in regard to
conversion. Mitchell (2000) noted that the recordings provide a wealth of information
from which following schools, in conversion, could draw.
Michael Klonsky (1998) said that the decision to convert to small schools is one
that must be made with consideration to quantifiable or qualitative collected data.
Gregory (2001) contended that because small school conversion was not the best choice
for all schools exploring options for major reform, schools and districts must demonstrate
a need for conversion of small schools to occur within their schools. Victoria Bergsagel
(2004) of Architects of Achievement described that the need for small school conversion
lies in low graduation rates, and schools or districts that fail to make Adequate Yearly
Progress under federal and state guidelines. Mitchell (2000) added, that the result of
accumulated data and reported progress of conversions was a useful access for converting
schools to reference as school designers and planners build small schools.
Vander Ark (2003) and Toch (2003) demonstrated that the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation have shown large financial support for schools deciding to design smaller and
more personal learning communities. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (2004)
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required that recipients of their grants to build small schools receive funding after an
application process that demonstrated a need for small schools, and also that schools have
already shown work progressing toward the full conversion from large and
comprehensive schools into smaller learning communities. Toch (2003) added that Data
collected from Bill and Melinda Gates, and other granting organizations such as the
Coalition of Essentials Schools is typically used to improve the process of conversion,
and incorporate the guiding principles of the funding organizations into today's
education.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (2004), through research have compiled a
list of features exhibited by good small schools. Such schools, by their findings have
evidence of:
1. Personalization
2. Continuous Relationships
3. High Standards & Performance Based Assessment
4. Authentic Curriculum
5. Adoptive Pedagogy
6. Multicultural and Anti-Racist Teaching
7. Knowledgeable and Skilled Teachers
8. Collaborative Planning & Professional Development
9. Family and Community Connections
10. Democratic Decision Making
Given the list of ten characteristics, Wagner (2001) noted that grantors now
require that these ten characteristics be addressed in the guiding principles and design of
small schools receiving a Gates Grant. Rick Lear (2001) said that schools which choose
to go small find it much easier to address the nine traits in the context of a small school
rather than in a large and comprehensive setting.
In 2004, at the annual CES Forum in San Francisco, CA, Ted Sizer (1996)
announced that The Coalition of Essential Schools has added to their list of ten principles
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for essential schools that described what kids need, per their own organizations research.
Sizer (2004) explained that characteristics and traits of schools by organizations such as
his own and the Gates foundation are compiled from research within their organizations
to give converting and new small schools guidance in the fundamental designs of their
communities.
Gregory (2001) asserted that research and experiences of schools that have
converted will provide useful knowledge to schools currently undergoing conversions to
small schools. Furthermore, Husbands and Beese (2001) added a collection of these notes
for research by school planners is an essential tool for the converting school.

Elements of a Successful Small School

Gregory (2001) and Bergsagel (2004) explained that a school, generally less than 400
students had a stronger likelihood of providing an environment that will allow the
successful elements of a small school to occur. Darling-Hammond (2002) concurred, and
a further review of literature has shown that in addition to being small in staff and student
emollment, small schools require the following elements to be in place and present if
student achievement, testing scores, graduation rates and college acceptance is to happen.
Experts (Meier, 1998; Vander Ark, 2003; Cotton, 2001; Toch, 2002; Darling-Hammond,
2001; Gregory, 2001) have agreed that successful small schools have:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Autonomy
Choice
Democratic Structures
Personalization
High learning Standards and expectations for Students
Quality Teachers using Powerful Instruction
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Autonomy

Lear (2001) contended that schools with true autonomy used shared leadership so that
&taff can hav@ control over their own spaces, time, staffing and finances. John Goodlad
( 1984) discovered and explained that when a school makes its own decisions about how
to best use the resources available, the school staff was then accountable for decisions on
how to best serve the students in their school.
Gregory (2001) believed school autonomy placed accountability for improved student
results with individual small schools that were not mandated to carry out district
programs or participate in professional development, or use funds as promulgated by a
school district. Linda Darling-Hammond (2002) agreed that the decisions school planners
make are in the best interest of their own schools.
In a converting high school, there may be shared resources and spaces in an
educational complex setting as described by exhibited by the Julia Richmond Educational
Complex (JREC) in New York City, and detailed by Anne Cook (2001). In converted
models such as JREC, the campus convenes a site council with representation from all
schools sharing a building or school property. Toch (2003) studied JREC and found a site
council is an important meeting team that enables the autonomous schools on a campus to
share resources such at the library or cafeteria and use the collective enrollments of the
small schools to sponsor an athletic team or other shared student activities. Cook (2001)
explained that the schools themselves maintained autonomy while housed on a complex
of multiple schools by making decisions with other school representatives present. Meier
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( 1999) added using a consensus model of decision making the site council can make
decisions that are in the best interests of the represented school. Furthermore, Cook
(2001) continued that this form of governance from a building site council also supported
a democratic element of decision making which can be found in other successful small
schoo 1 models.
Kathleen Cotton (2001) noted that in addition to controlling their own time, space and
finances, small schools demonstrated autonomy through their own identity. Toch (2003)
declared the identity of a school is the character of students and staff learning and
working together to create a learning environment that is particularly suited for the
members of a school. Gregory (2001) said this can be exhibited in the theme or focus of a
school. Meier (1998) concurred that schools may identify themselves through a particular
emphasis on subject study or a teaching and learning philosophy embraced by the
members of a smaller learning community. Furthermore, Rayid ( 1999) along with others
(Toch, 2002;Vander Ark, 2002) said autonomous schools may distinguish themselves
through colors, dress codes, community events or other more conspicuous, physically,
noticeable means.
Darling-Hammond (2002) explained that when a school has its own character or
identity it became a factor in the engagement process which is crucial to both students
and staff. V ander Ark (2002) added that when students identify with the character of a
school, and see themselves as a part of the school, an engagement process has begun.
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Choice

Theodore Sizer (1992), founder of the Coalition of Essential Schools believed
having elements of choice is a key component for successful small schools. Sizer (2004)
continued, that when students and teachers were given choices, in any aspect of education
the learning environment improves. Lear (2001) added that students continued to be
engaged when authentic options for them to choose from were offered in regard to their
education.
Husbands and Beese (2001) said choices for students can be about which school a
child decides to attend, or about the course of study or classes the student will take when
at the school. Gregory (2001) added that while all schools have offered core classes that
met district and state graduation requirements, the character of the school revealed itself
through additional course offerings and electives, those chosen to be offered by the staff,
and taken by students.
Kathleen Cotton (2001) described the process as self-selecting schools, in which
like-minded individuals, students and teachers come together to create their own
environment of teaching and learning how they best see appropriate for themselves. Toch
(2003) supported that by offering choice, an intrinsic feeling of affiliation built within the
school which helped construct the very identity and engagement required for an
environment of achievement.
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Democratic Schools

Ted Sizer (2004) said that successful schools were democratic. From the
classroom, to the school, housing campus and district wide, multiple voices are heard at
many different levels and pure democratic principles are evidenced throughout the entire
system, Sizer (2004) declared. Meier (1998) added that when all parties involved were
parts of the decision making process, the stakeholders became a part of what was
happening at their school.
Grubb and Lazerson (2004) declared that leadership is shared in successful small
schools; the models are not the same, and the methods of decision-making are chosen in a
democratic manner. Cotton (2001) contended schools that have absolute control over
their time, space and budgets must solicit inputs from the individuals involved before
making decisions. Furthermore, Cotton (2001) continued that input did not only come
from staff, but from students, parents and community members.
Mohr and Dichter (2000) described one way of making decisions was by using a
consensus model. In addition, Mohr and Dichter (2000) explained that through different
techniques groups of teachers, students or staff could discuss and debate the best way for
their community to spend money or schedule time. Wagner (200 I) said that other schools
have put together a leadership team, voted for members to make a smaller committee,
who can grapple with particular questions and make important decisions for the best
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interest of the community. Meier (1998) suggested that a few teachers, the administrator,
a parent and student would be part of such a team.
Mohr and Dichter (2004) wrote about democratic decision-making and shared
leadership also being demonstrated through a model of what some multi-school campuses
have called a Site Council. According to Mohr and Dichter (2004 ), the Site Council
makes crucial decisions that affect all schools on a campus level. Mohr and Dichter
(2004) maintained the importance ofrepresentation from all members who have a stake
in the decisions made by a site council. Kruse and Seashore (2000) added that
representation to a Site Council is to be taken most seriously because when decisions are
made without a school's entire voice at the table, the principle of democratic decision
making has been compromised. Sizer believed (1994) that when designing small schools,
or converting, this crucial element of democratic decision making cannot be overlooked.
In her book, The Power of their Voices, Deborah Meier (1998) stated that student
voice is a very important piece to the decision making process. Darling-Hammond (2002)
supported that children know what they need to keep them excited about learning,
engaged and an active part of their school. Meier ( 1998) continued that for generations,
administrators and district officials have taken a heavy hand in making decisions about
what works best for kids. Additionally, Meier (1998) showed the results have shown the
opposite with declining test scores and rising drop out rates in schools where the children
had no voice.
Husbands and Beese (200 I) found that student input can be gathered through
focus groups or student council meetings where elected representatives spoke for the
student body. Husbands and Beese (200 I) added that students could also sit on school
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design committees and be represented at Site Council meetings where decisions are made
for a campus. Meier declared (1998) that ignoring the voice of the children who attend
the school and are expected to evidence improving results is a mistake.
Gregory (2001) wrote that parent voice was an important element in the
democratic make up of school decision making. Gregory (2001) continued that parent
voice can be incorporated into decision making and leadership by forming parent groups
that meet on schedules respecting their time, for when they work and are involved in
important process of parenting at home. Gladden (1998) added that parents can be
involved in site council meetings and advisory boards that make recommendations into
the decision making process.

Personalization

According to Rick Lear (2001), next to autonomy, personalization was the most
important part of school success, and the most important element of student success.
Cotton (2001) agreed that schools need to be tailored for the children, so that they are
learning what is important to them, as they became lifelong learners. Darling-Hammond
(2002) said students need to be known by their teachers, and their teachers need to know
them well. Like a small staff, Meier explained (2001 ), a small school where everyone
knows each other, everybody can look out for their colleagues while best serving the
needs of the school on whole.
Sizer (1994) believed that personalization, like democracy, can manifest itself in
many different forms in a school. Meier (2001) concurred that as long as individualized
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personalization occurs, that it happened was more important than what the
personalization looked like. Sizer (1984) continued that by being democratic in nature, a
school has already brought personalizing components to the students; not only are they
involved in the design of their school, but their peers, and parents, and neighbors are
involved as well.
In addition to small size and democratization, Darling-Hammond (2002) declared
that personalization also took the form of advisory in successful schools. Cotton (2001)
said that advisory programs vary from school to school, but the concept is the same in
every instance. Meier (1995) explained that advisories purposefully linked adult role
models with children for extended periods of time; so again, they can get to know each
other well. Darling-Hammond (2002) described some advisory models in which a teacher
was assigned a group of kids with whom he or she meets with regularity throughout the
week for years, often throughout their entire high school experience.
Experts agree (Meier, 2001; Sizer, 1996; Darling-Hammond, 2002) that when
teachers knew their students, and students knew their teachers, kids did better in school.
Gregory (2001) posited that in past efforts to provide perhaps too much for kids, large
and comprehensive schools have not allowed for such personal time and meaningful
connections. Toch (2003) contrasted that, in fact, many kids in large high schools have
made those special connections in high school, however, Toch (2003) emphasized, not all
kids have built such relationships with adults. Through arranged purposeful time for
positive connections to occur between adults and children, Darling-Hammond (2002)
described that the needs of all kids can be addressed. In 2001, Gregory conceded that all
these elements have happened in some large high schools, but Gregory (2001) held that
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within the context of a small school there are more opportunities for personalization to
occur.
High Standards

Deborah Meier (2002) found that strong teachers had high standards and high
expectations for all of their students. Darling-Hammond (2002) continued that when
schools expected high achievement from children, the children performed to those
expectations. Toch (2003) contended that curriculum which has been "dumbed" down to
make academic goals easier for students to attain, inevitably resulted in an overall
"dumbed" down level of achievement; which is far below where students prepared for a
post-secondary education needed to be. Meier (2002) held that when students were clear
about what was expected of them, they will work to achieve any expectation given.
High Standards should be "the standard" in any small school, said Meeder (2005),
and that high honors level work should be the default curriculum for all kids across all
grades. In addition, Meeder (2005) continued that systems of remediation should be in
place for those who do not reach standard, but maintained that the highest mark of
achievement should be expected by each and every child.
Darling-Hammond (2002) talked about students' "Habits of Mind" which fostered
the deep thinking, beyond content, that allowed children to attain high standards. DarlingHammond (2002) contended that those children who, regardless of subject matter
content, have by habit asked the essential questions, made connections to other classes,
built on their personal experiences and engaged in a litany of problem solving mind
exercises, by learned habit, have succeed in high level coursework.
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Furthermore Goodlad (1984) described teachers with low expectations for
students, and demonstrated that those students, for who all hope for success was
abandoned, did not perform well. Daunted at the teaching tasks before them, Goodlad
said, the teachers began to stop teaching; which further drove expectations and any notion
of high standards into the realm of impossibility. Furthermore, Goodlad (1984) declared
that the dismissal of high standards from the American classroom further contributed to a
decline in educational achievement in the 1970's.
Wagner (2002) said that with standards held high and individuals being held
accountable to the standards are a key element to success in a school. Gregory (2202)
showed that schools that have abandoned standards have lowered expectations for their
students, and the results have reflected accordingly. Husbands and Beese (200 I) have
stated that the research and literature has shown, in all cases that teaching to the higher
standard yields the highest results for schools and children.

Quality Teachers, Powerful Instruction

Deborah Meier (2002) said that quality teachers are attracted, drawn like magnets
to schools that offer a small staff. Additionally, Darling-Hammond (2002) quality
teachers were lifelong learners and role models for students. Meier (2002) added they are
teachers who have worked well with others and have thrived in an environment of
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communication and shared ideas; these are the teachers who draw the natural learner out
of all children, and they are the teachers we need in schools teaching kids. Meeder (2005)
declared that quality teachers teach skills, not content. Meeder (2005) listed questioning,
solving, connecting, comparing and contrasting abilities that when juxtaposed with
content produce highly achieving children in schools.
Powerful instruction in any classroom, large or small, is the charge of the teacher,
said Toch (2002). According to Cotton (2001), the teacher that holds high standards and
expectations for all students provides powerful instruction that engaged all pupils. Meier
(2002) explained that teachers engaged students in the ways that best suits their particular
populations of children. Gladden (1998) stated that differentiating instruction is an
engagement strategy characteristic to classroom teachers with powerful instruction.
Lear (2001) noted that powerful instruction has turned traditional classroom
models all together as more project and problem based learning strategies have shown
success for many students and their teachers working to engage kids in learning.
Husbands and Beese (2001) have found that Project Based Learning is a fully integrated
instruction method across disciplines: that comes together in the form of a culminating
project, where students have demonstrated academic ability, through formative
assessments and ultimately the performance of what they have learned in a real and
relevant tangible means to themselves and the world beyond their classroom. Meier
(2002) supported that small schools, and the self-governance they have allowed,
empowered teachers and teams of teachers to explore more powerful ways of teaching
that continued to produce improving results for students.
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Conclusion

A review of literature and study surrounding the most effective small schools
shows many key elements that contribute to the success of a school. As DarlingHammond (2002) has said, these elements are not exclusive to small schools. The experts
reviewed (Ted Sizer, 1994; Meier, 2002: Gregory, 2002: Toch, 2002) agreed that smaller
schools, however, have a better probability of providing an enviromnent in which these
elements can seed and grow.

John Goodlad (1984) contended that in a place where students know teachers and
teachers look out for kids, the outlook for a positive educational experience is
exceptional. Darling-Hammond (2002) said that small is not enough, but the experts
reviewed have held that smaller learning communities offer greater opportunities for
students. Gregory (2002) and Lear (2001) have reminded that these key elements must be
at the forefront of all school designers and planner's minds as small learning
communities come into place in today's educational systems.

CHAPTER THREE

PROCEDURES

The purpose of this project is to create a manual for the school wide conversion of
Evergreen High School, in the Highline School District, into four distinctively different,
autonomous, smaller learning communities that will bring strong teams of teachers
together to successfully engage and move all students served in the neighborhood toward
high academic achievement. In order to achieve this objective, a review of related
literature and research was conducted, and the information analyzed. In addition, case
studies of evaluative reports, and supporting materials from schools and districts with like
demographics that have successfully undergone similar conversions were obtained and
utilized as resources for the development of this project.

Need for the Project

Gregory (2001) stated that the conversion of a high school from a traditional large
and comprehensive structure to a framework that supports several smaller and more
personalized learning communities needs to be done with research and attention to what
other converting schools have previously experienced. Researchers (Darling-Hammond,
2002; Husbands and Beese, 2001; Lear, 2001) agreed that several common key elements
of successful small schools must be assured a place in plans for conversion if a school
intends to meet its goals of creating high achieving schools for kids.
Lear (2001) called for Autonomy of small schools to operate independently and
make decisions for which they could be self accountable. Meier ( 1998) contended that
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Choice for students and staff was an important element for small schools to embrace. Ted
Sizer ( 1996) identified Democratic Structures as a key component in the development of
schools. Grubb and Lazerson (2004) considered Personalization crucial so that all
children are known in a school's system and are looked out for by adults. DarlingHammond (2002) emphasized a need for small schools to hold High Expectations and
Standards for each student if high achievement by all is to be expected. Toch (2002) held
that High Quality Teachers using known Powerful Instructional Practices was imperative
to the success of any school.
Gladden (1998) called attention for the need of converting schools to define
specific principles, such as those reviewed, to be identified before the restructuring of
schools begins. Husbands and Beese (2001) affirmed that reviews of other strategies and
the implementations of these elements will give better promise to those schools
embarking on conversion to smaller and more personalized learning communities.

Procedures for the Project

The writer undertook to the following procedures to develop a manual for the
conversion of Evergreen High School into several smaller, more autonomous and
personalized learning communities.

1. An extensive review of literature and research was conducted.
2. Visitations to schools that have converted were completed and observations were
recorded.
3. Over a two year period extensive focus groups of students and staff were
facilitated.
4. Interviews and surveys of students and staff were also conducted.
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Implementation
In the procedure of implementation; first, events of community and staff
engagement must occur, and continue, throughout and beyond the entirety of the three to
five year conversion. Secondly, milestone key committees and teams must be established
to ensure the development of schools and to distribute leadership across the Evergreen
High School education complex. Thirdly, professional development must continuously
happen for teachers, teacher-leaders, administration and all staff affected by the
conversion. The following is an ordered list of key happenings and establishments that
will occur in the conversion of Evergreen High School:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

School Redesign Team
Collection of Data
Request For Proposals
School Design Teams
Site Council
Conversion begins

The full implementation is expected to occur over a period of time approximately
three to five years in range. Smaller learning communities will begin as separate schools
only serving the ninth and tenth grade students, and in following years, graduate classes
up into the former larger and more comprehensive structure. As current eleventh and
twelfth grade students graduate out of the traditional Evergreen High School, the smaller
learning communities will add additional students at ninth grade in every year of
conversion. After three school years, a structure of four, separate, nine through twelve
grade high schools will be emplaced on the Evergreen campus. When the structures
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supporting these small schools are in place, the schools can emphasize conversion work
around continuing professional development and embedded other key elements, design
principles into their schools.
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SECTION ONE
THE REDESIGN TEAM
Purpose of the Redesign Team
The purpose of the redesign team is to bring a team of front line teachers,
students, parents and community members together to begin thou~htful research,
discussion, creativity and ideas for High School Redesign. The intention of district and
school level administration is begin a school wide restructuring founded on the
discoveries of stakeholders within the eventual process, and not force a reformation from
the "top down". Lessons learned from literature and research have shown an incredible
benefit to the success of a conversion when the movement takes on a grass-roots
sensibility, and input from those who have the most to gain is genuinely accepted. The
redesign team is to propose change from a collectively intrinsic motivation that will
instill commitment and a deep felt understanding from all staff, students and community
members about the need for change.
The Redesign Team, is in effect, a purposeful and strategic collection of
community voice, charged with spurring the impetus for powerful change across the
Evergreen High School and the neighborhood it serves.

Formation of the Redesign Team
After a series of school wide professional development events that include a basic
examination of best teaching practices, alternative school structures and personalizing
programs such as student advocacies and student led conferencing, a call for members is
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put out to staff. The resulting team is not unlike one formed for the purpose of school
improvement, but is given an additional charge, as implied by the name: The Redesign
Team. The additional focus of the team is not to improve or add to current school
programs for education, but rather explore the possibilities of school wide restructuring to
better meet the needs of all students, equitably, in the community. Structures that create
the conditions to then implement best teaching and more personalized teaching practices.
The first tasking of the Redesign Team, after that of self-definition and an
agreement of mission, will be to determine ways of incorporating authentic student,
parent and community voices and opinion (hereafter referred to as community voice) into
the discovery and discussion of High School Redesign. The call for members may go out
in the form of flyers sent home, website announcements, school newsletters or short
classroom or evening presentations describing the assembly and purpose for such a team.
As the membership convenes, purposeful, but not hindering, efforts must be made to
ensure that the team generally reflects the diversity of the Evergreen Community with
respect to race, ethnicity and economic status.
The Redesign Team is not a decision making body, but rather a research and think
tank representing the staff and community of Evergreen High School. Administratively,
the team is headed by an elected or appointed chairperson or administrator who can
demonstrate ability for objectivity to ensure that all voices are heard, and that the special
interests of particular individuals are not favored in the collective opinions, positions or
outward communications of the team.
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Development of the Redesign Team
After initial Formation for the Redesign Team, a meeting schedule will be set for
the duration of the school year. Meetings are to occur twice a month with an agenda
geared toward the exploration of redesign possibilities for the school. The team is a
community of learners, open to group readings and discussion, presentations from
experts, visitations tu work shops !!fid Confefefices or observations of other schools in
practice. Meeting regularly for at least a year, the team will develop into a knowledgeable
body of the various school structures and conditions that promote effective teaching and
learning in the most equitable, personalized and rigorous way. The research and
exploration will inevitably reveal a variety of models of smaller learning communities.
At the onset of the Redesign Team's formation, vision and mission statements
will have to be crafted to clearly define the purpose of the redesign team with respect to
the overall objective of converting Evergreen High School into several smaller and more
personalized learning communities. A common focus for the team will keep the research,
discussion and functions for the team aligned with the eventual outcome of conversion.
Because this is a district driven conversion and other secondary high schools in
the Highline School District are progressing toward similar conversions, a counterpart of
the redesign team will be formed at the district level. The District Level Redesign Team
should have representation from the supporting Redesign Teams of each High School in
the district. In development and function, the District Redesign Team will be much like
the Evergreen Redesign Team, but will approach its research from a district level
perspective.
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Members of the Redesign Team must be aware that the team is only a temporary
work group, and the first of several working teams that will be established throughout the
implementation of smaller learning communities, which can be expected to take place
over a period of three to five years. In fact, The Redesign Team can expect to be
dissolved after approximately two years of work. The establishment of Small School
design teams, and the decision-making Site Council will signal that the services of the
Redesign team will no longer be required, as much of the work in these corollary teams
will be similar, and used to a higher and more focused affect upon the implementation.

Functions of the Redesign Team
The Redesign Team has three functions. First, members of the team are to become
the local experts about smaller learning communities for the Evergreen Staff and
Community, and educate the stakeholders of conversion. The team not only needs to have
knowledge about Smaller Learning Communities, and a thorough understanding of the
need for creating the conditions that allow personalized teaching and learning, but
individual team members must develop the ability to articulate this knowledge. Some
expectations of team members will eventually be to lead discussions, present to staff,
facilitate focus groups and answer basic questions about high school redesign for staff
and community. For many non-team members, their first exposure to the concepts of
High School Redesign and the potential of creating smaller learning communities will
come not from outside experts, but rather colleagues who are members of the Redesign
Team.
The second function of the redesign team is to collect local data and conduct local
research to be used in the support and development of the eventual implementation of
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smaller learning communities at Evergreen High School. Section Two of this manual will
go into greater detail about the collection and use of data for conversion purposes. The
data collecting function of the team is to localize what would otherwise be district, and
strictly quantitative data. Research has shown that decisions about small school
development must be supported by data if the conversion is to realize its success, and in
the case of grant compliance, which is applicable to Evergreen High School and the
Highline School District, be able to justify team and school actions. Also, the manpower
of a dedicated team to the collection of information will allow collection of equally
important qualitative data which is an important piece of grant application and reporting.
The last function of the Redesign Team is to develop School Design Principles
based on information collected from the staff and community. The School design
principles will be fundamental points of design which the Redesign Team has determined
crucial and mandatory elements to be embodied by any team that goes forward to develop
a school that will be located on the Evergreen Campus.

Design Principles
Design Principles are the foundations upon which all the schools on a shared
campus must be based upon. The principles are the basic values of Evergreen High
School on whole, and describe common and expected elements to be held within each
small school.
Determining what the Design (or Guiding) Principles for Evergreen High School
will involve a process of collecting inputs from the vision and guiding principles of the
Highline School District, and the professional beliefs of staff on campus. The Vision and
Guiding principles of the District follow:
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The Mission of the Highline School District is to educate every child and expect
excellence.
Highline School District Guiding Principles for Redesign

Personalization Every student is known well, respected, and appreciated. Intellectual,
social, and emotional needs are addressed. Because every student has an adult advocate,
no child is allowed to "slip through the cracks".
Equitable, Inclusive, and Multicultural Schools. Each student's cultural background and
experiences are respected and connected to the curriculum. Resources are equitably
distributed to ensure success for every student, regardless of background.
Clear and High Expectations High expectations are clearly communicated to all
students. Students are engaged in an ambitious, rigorous course of study and leave
school prepared for future success.
Authentic Curriculum and Assessment Students are challenged to analyze information,
apply knowledge, produce quality work, make presentations, and think critically.
Teachers and students set learning goals, and students must demonstrate their
competency in order to advance.
Democratic Learning and Choice Teachers, parents and students work together to
create a common vision for where the school is going and to make decisions that result in
student success. A system of "choice" allows parents and students to choose from the
small school that will best meet their educational needs.
Distributed Leadership, Focused on Instruction The school board, staff, and
community share responsibility to ensure the success of every student. Schools are given
autonomy, but are held accountable for enabling all students achieve at high levels.
Time and Space for Collaboration Staff and students are given the time and space to
collaborate and develop skills and plans to meet the needs of all students. Teamwork is
expected and encouraged.
Community & Citizenship Parents are recognized as partners in
education. Partnerships are developed with businesses and higher education to create
authentic projects and opportunities for students. Students become responsible citizens
through critical thinking, civic engagement and an understanding of democracy.

Guiding principles support a Vision Statement which must authored in the early
meetings of the Redesign Team. The Vision Statement is an agreed upon focus with
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which the members of the redesign team are operating toward. Research offers many
protocols by which a Vision Statement may be developed, and the model used to craft a
statement can be chosen by the redesign team.
After several meetings and a single member assigned to wordsmith the final
product, Evergreen High School Redesign Team delivered the following Vision
statement.

"EHS will provide student-centered schools in order to prepare each student with collegeready skills for their careers, citizenship, and future studies."
The Mission follows with more specific statements, describing how the Vision will be
achieved:
EHS will accomplish this by
1. Supporting and fostering strengths of students, faculty, and community
members
2. Delivering a varied, rigorous, and relevant curriculum
3. Providing caring, collaborative advisories for students
4. Allowing embedded planning time for teachers
5. Fostering a love oflearning within the entire school community
From this mission and with consideration to the Evergreen community voice by survey
and focus group a list of design principles was developed.
1. Choice for Students
2. Rigor & Quality Instruction
3. Standards Based Assessment
4. Personalized Learning Environment
5. Interdisciplinary
6. Inclusive and Equitable
7. Parent & Community Involvement
8. All Students prepared for Higher Learning
9. On-going Self-Assessment
I 0. Inquiry and Project Based
11. Reflection
12. Defining characteristics between schools
13. Shared Leadership & Duties
14. Relevance to student lives and future.
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The Design Principles will give direction to the School Design Teams which form
later in the conversion. Each principle is going to be a fixture in each small school design.
A principle, Personalization for example, may appear in a different model or format at
each school. It is important that these principles be developed at a campus wide level to
ensure that there is equity across the small schools as they embark on the design process.
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SECTION TWO
THE COLLECTION OF DATA
Purpose of Collection
Using data to inform school design is crucial to the success of schools that will
truly meet the needs of a community. To often data has not been given proper
consideration when designing high schools to make way for large traditional designs that
are not particularly suited for the diversities and character of local neighborhoods. The
purpose of collecting data is to make decisions about high school redesign is to give
designers information about the wants and needs of their communities.
For example data collected from parents and students has shown design team
members that "Safety" is a priority issue for virtually all families in the Evergreen
Community. Knowing this, designers of schools can always check their work to see that
their designs meet a high measure of safety, and can incorporate safety systems into the
structures of small schools.
Safety is a broad issue that has many facets, so designers, when confronted with
this number one concern of parents and community can begin gathering more data to
better build their systems. There are different types of safety that the community can
point to such as physical safety within the structure of the school. Families want to know
that buildings are safe places to send their students to without worries of tumbling
structures, broken glass, stairways in disrepair or faulty electronics. Another perspective
on safety has to do with emotional safety. Are students in an environment free of
harassment by teachers, administrators and other students? Designers may ask, are there
issues in our school designs that encourage or discourage verbal abuse or less
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conspicuous thoughtless racial quips and comments that on whole contribute or detract
from the climate of the school. Having data can give insight to these concerns about
current conditions, and provide vision for the school design.
Another purpose for collecting data are to support the on-going implementation
and provide check points for progress along the conversion timeline, much as a chef
keeps a critical eye on the rising temperature of a roast as it is cooking in an oven. In this
vein, data collection is meant to be an on-going process so that implementing schools can
adjust designs and systems to keep a school on track and in tune with the needs of the
community.
From a small schools standpoint, the research has shown that the smaller
structures within schools better allow school planners to collect, manage and react to
continuous streams of data. The size of a school allows it to be nimble for change and
adjustment, whereas larger school systems have difficulty changing a plan of action to
improve upon a particular issue or a suddenly realized development that has affect on
school design.
Collecting and using data are critical to the success of a small school.
Additionally, how data are collected, and what types of data are used is equally
important. This is a new challenge for teacher-leaders and administration to work so
closely with large amounts of information that was traditionally managed at a district
level. In order to use data well, personnel must be trained in at least the basics of
collecting and using data to design schools.
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Quantitative Sources
Quantitative Data sources are those that easily revolve around numbers. They are
often expressed in the form of percentages and ratios, and a favorite of districts to look at
testing scores, drop out rates and ethnic balances. Quantitative sources are well
entrenched in the systems of Washington State Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, and school districts around the state. The information gleaned from these
large numbers becomes less pointed and specific when design teams try to get useful
information about their school's performance and populations.
For example the Washington State Office of the Superintendent of Public Schools
may report that across the state student on-time graduation rate is 70%. Highline School
District can support this by looking at their local schools and reporting an on-time
graduation rate of 60%. This information is managed at the district level and can further
disaggregate the data to point to particular high schools with higher and lower on-time
graduation rates. This information is reported to the schools, but is essentially useless to
small school designers as a number by itself. Evergreen's 2003-2004 on-time graduation
rate was 63%. Given that number, a principal or design team is told nothing about why
such a number exists. In a large and comprehensive setting as Evergreen High School it is
difficult to pinpoint exactly which children are graduating, or not, and the explicit factors
that affect such a number. The population for students and teachers, at its current size is
unworkable.

If such data as described above came from sources at small school levels with
lesser populations, the factors affecting various graduation rates among the individual
schools can be addressed, and quickly acted upon.
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Quantitative data has the advantage that it can be aligned across district so that
W ASL scores, and drop out rates may be input into a central location and managed easily
for reporting purposes for accountability to state and federal programs. Some examples of
Quantitative Sources are given in appendix. The numbers reflect performance results of
large high schools within the district, but not the smaller learning communities within the
schools because that data is not yet being collected.

Qualitative Sources
Qualitative Data are more difficult to collect because it may reflect intangible
factors such as attitudes, and satisfaction. As a small schools works on its design,
planners will initially get more information from qualitative sources.
Qualitative information for small schools is garnered from a variety of possible
sources. Evergreen High School has been using, and continues to use information from
student and teacher focus groups, surveys and interviews.
Qualitative sources have the advantage to small schools and design teams because
they can be tailor scripted to get at specific reasons or needs from the community which
the school serves. The disadvantage is the possibility of errors to be made in continuity
and interpretation.
One caution around continuity is when to much information across the schools
which may be comparing themselves to each other while sharing a neighborhood campus.
An example comes back to the issue of safety and how it is discussed in different schools.
The questions asked around safety at different schools would have to be the same to get
comparative data. If the questions to illicit input are different one school may collect
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useful information in regards to emotional safety while another school addresses physical
safety. Furthermore, factors such as student ethnic backgrounds and socioeconomic
situations will affect outcomes of surveys and small group discussions. While good
information about school safety on both counts is collected from each school, it would
not be accurate to report that the results were the same across schools.
Interpretation also allows room for errors because qualitative data is subjective in
nature, and more prone to the personal biases of design team members collecting the data.
This can be exampled in notes taken at a small focus group discussion. Notes taken on a
facilitator's personal notepad are less effectual than notes taken on large paper where all
participants can see what is being written down. The notes visible to all are accountable
to the entire group before a result is passed on to designers. The personal short hand of a
facilitator may miss or interject data that is not accurate for the focus group response.
On whole, qualitative data are more difficult to collect, and subject to
misinterpretation. However, if collected correctly and accurately, the data provides
extremely powerful information for school designers.

Methods of Collection
Data have been collected for two years from the Evergreen Community. One
category is largely research and reviews of case studies. Additionally, the Redesign team
has participated in a number of site visits, observations, work shops and conferences to
gain information about what has been successful or not in previous conversions to small
schools, and is managed by an assigned Small Schools Coordinator assigned by the site,
Evergreen High School.
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Quantitative Data has also been collected in a variety of ways, most of which is
available from the District Research Department. Statistics are drawn from registration
and enrollment computer systems with each secondary School in the district reporting in
compatible formats. Useful information collected over the last two years has included:
1. Evergreen On-Time Graduation Rate
2, Ewrnreeµ Drop out Rate
3. WASL Reading Scores disaggregated by performance from Ethnic
populations.
4. WASL Writing Scores disaggregated by performance from Ethnic
populations.
5. WASL Math Scores disaggregated by performance from Ethnic populations.
6. Enrollment and Ethnic and Gender Breakdowns for each Secondary School.
This information is readily available from the district or state offices and has been
accessible to the public through the internet on OSPI website.
Qualitative Data are collected from focus groups, public discussions, surveys and
interviews. In the early stages of implementation, The Site Coordinator is responsible for
arranging many public events with different groups of parents and community members
in the Evergreen service area. Particular attention is focused on elementary and middle
schools because the current students in those schools will be most affected by the
implementation.
When collecting data, it must be remembered that the conversion timeline is
approximately three years. That means only current freshman may feel noticeable
differences as a result of small schools, while the families of sophomore students and
above (the most of Evergreen Families) will not be a part of the conversion.
Communication and data collecting efforts from this larger population of Evergreen
families is not effectual, and should be given minimal attention. The emphasis of data
around family needs, and student interest should come from those students who will be
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arriving at Evergreen in three to five years, for those students will be the beneficiary of
small schools being designed today.

Issue of Race and Ethnicity Identification
An issue particular to Evergreen High School is taken by ethnic populations from

the extreme diversity of the Evergreen Service Area. The contention of parents and
teachers alike is that Highline School District categorizes by racial background and does
not recognize ethnic diversity within the racial categories. For federal and state reporting
Highline School District only considers information from five predetermined racial
groups. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

White/Caucasian
Black/African American
Asian
Hispanic
Native American

The concerns are raised around the first three categories. Because the Highline School
District, and Evergreen and Tyee High Schools in particular are situated in near
proximity to the Sea-Tac International Airport. The area has become a port of entry for
many immigrant families. Ethnic groups within the White Caucasian racial category
include large communities of Eastern European and Russian families that do not feel their
particular needs are being address when lumped together with established Anglo-white
families in the Evergreen Service Area.
The same holds true for a significant Pacific Islander Populations (Fiji, Samoa, et
all) that believes that their data are skewed by otherwise traditionally high performing
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Asian families from Japan and China. Likewise, they do not feel their issues are being
addressed.
In the Black/African American category there is extreme differentiation from
ethnic groups who have difficulty identifying themselves from established African
American households. Outspoken Somali and Ethiopian (eastern Africa) immigrant
families do not feel they are fairly represented in data as well. Similarly, those that hail
from Middle Eastern Countries and North Africa are never quite clear how to identify
them selves in the limiting five federal categories.
As designers move to meets the needs of their communities it is important that the
data from these Ethnic groups are disaggregated at the school level so that the entire
community has felt that its voice has been heard. For quantitative purposes Evergreen has
Established ten ethnic categories, expanding upon what is reported to the Highline School
District. They are:
1. Caucasian

2. Eastern European
3. African American
4. Eastern African
5. Asian
6. Pacific Islander
7. Middle Eastern
8. Hispanic
9. Native American
I 0. Multi-Ethnic
Review of Findings
A review of findings from collected data give the Redesign Team evidence to
support design decisions for implementations and the types of schools to be developed.
Findings must be shared and disseminated to the school and community in a variety of
ways for a variety of reasons. The first reason that collected information must be made
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available to the public is because the information was gathered from students, parents and
community members and the information represents a public voice about community
needs and desires for a school. Research shows that schools designed and implemented
without the community voice taken into consideration do not succeed. Community
members have vested interest in their public schools, and if their input is not valued in the
design of schools it will not be supported by the community.
As schools and districts move into high school redesign, it is important that the
decision making be transparent to the community. Research and experience has shown
that when decisions are made behind closed doors the public quickly becomes suspicious
of those decisions regardless of the literature and research used to make decisions. The
redesign team, to keep credibility with community and staff must give opportunity to the
public to review data findings by the redesign team. The subsequent decision making
processes must also be within public view of the community, and involve their input in
some manner.
When disseminating findings from research data, the redesign team has a
responsibility to differentiate ways of sharing information so that access is equitable to
all. For example, only putting Redesign Team Meeting notes on a website is insufficient,
as many concerned households may not have regular internet access. Findings such as
community concerns about the available student choices for schools may be presented
through evening events, or temporary displays at the school campus. Taking findings to
present to community organization meetings is another way for the Redesign team to
share what it has learned about its community, and assure citizens that the team is making
decisions and operating in the best interest of the local public education.
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SECTION THREE
THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The Process for a Request for Proposals
After data describing the needs of the community has been disseminated to all
staff, the Request for Proposals is a call to teachers and staff to submit ideas for small
schools to the redesign team. The request is a form that gives specific parameters and
guidelines determined by the Redesign Team about the common design principles which
will be incorporated into each school that will share the Evergreen Campus.
The common design principles and a clear description for school designers is
important for several reasons. First, having common design principles to all schools
sharing the Evergreen Campus will better be able to share a campus with commonalities
between the designs of the schools. Through the entirety of the implementation, as it
spans several years, the schools will not immediately have the full autonomy the staff
desires. The schools, sharing a campus, will share sports teams and perhaps some
electives with specialized teachers as they transition into more autonomous schools.
Secondly, the design principles give school designers a framework to work within
as they conceive the vision and mission of their school. It is agreed across the staff that
all schools sharing the Evergreen Campus provide certain must haves; Personalization,
for example. The principles are identified needs of the community which all schools must
take into consideration so that all schools can meet the needs of all students. While all
schools will look for creative ways to improve the rigor of classroom instruction, engage
students through making curriculum relevant, and work to build positive relationships
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between teachers and students, no one school will have the liberty of providing more
programs to a select group of students.
The consideration of design principles in the request for proposals lessens the
likelihood of schools tracking students, and provides more equity for all citizen students
of the community who are free to choose any of the schools sharing Evergreen Campus.

The Review of Proposals
Following the all school call for school requests, a due date and central collection
point is given. Coordinating personnel collect the requests and secure them until the due
date and the beginning of the selection process.
The redesign team is called to meet when all proposals have been received. The
review of proposals begins with all members of the redesign team being given copies of
each proposal for school. Individuals review and rate each school with consideration to
the initially established design principles. Team members consider feasibility of the
school proposals and whether or not they may provide a useful service to the student
populations of Evergreen.
The important consideration for design team members during this process is to
recall previous data collecting events. Reviewers must use the data they have about
community needs, and wants for schools, and speculate about the proposed school's
ability to provide services, while keeping within the framework of the design principles.
Proposals are also made available for public and community review. A central
location, such as the school library, provides a display of the proposals and invites
members of the community to join the review process. The display will offer a comment
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box with feed back forms for further collection of citizen concerns and ideas about the
proposed small schools. Additionally, proposals will be posted on a website for electronic
retrieval, review and comment to the coordinating personnel.
After a period of review and consideration of the proposed small schools, the
redesign team will move into a selection process to more closely look at the schools they
believe can provide the best educational service for the students of the community.

The Selection of Proposals
The request for school proposals yielded a total of seventeen different ideas for
schools and theme based smaller learning communities. The redesign must now embark
on a winnowing process of elimination and combination to reduce the number of
proposed schools.
The Evergreen campus will be limited in the number of schools it can feasibly
support for the community based on the enrollment of the school. The research and
experience of small schools show that schools are best supported when enrollments for
each small school are between 300 and 400 students across four grade levels. The small
schools will serve approximately 100 students at each grade level.
Throughout the period of this writing the projections for Evergreen enrollments
over the years of implementation have changed dramatically due to other district
initiatives to redefine school service area boundaries. Changes across the district have
affected the numbers of schools Evergreen and other high schools in the district could
conceivably support.
Early in the implementation process, Evergreen whole enrollment was expected to
climb to as high as 1500 students by the year 2008. At the time a selection process was
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begun, design team members were considering the approval of four or five schools from
the proposed schools resulting from the request for proposals. The projected enrollment
of each small school could be expected to fall between 250 to 400 students with staff
sizes ranging between 10 and 15 teachers in each school.
The selection process involves a series of collaborative meetings in which
redesign team members bring their best choices or combined proposals of schools to the
table for discussion. When consensus was arrived in the first rounds of talks eight
possibilities for small schools emerged from the seventeen originally proposed by staff.
The schools for consideration were:

1. A Renaissance Arts School: based in the visual and performing arts.
2. A Communications School: Themed around broadcast and media
technologies.
3. An Adventure School: Many out of class experiences with travel and field
trips.
4. A Business School: Entrepreneurial themes around economics and business.
5. A Health Sciences School: For students interested in medical or related career
fields to include physical education and sports.
6. A Human Services School: Public sector career themes in teaching, law and
emergency services
7. Community Service Learning School: Service learning activities within the
local community to improve neighborhood conditions.
8. An International School: Education taught from global perspectives using a
worldly view and approach to learning. Language and commerce.

The eight schools still faced further merging and redesign as school boundaries
change and projected enrollments from the district office could not realistically support
the many choices of schools for students.
The redesign team brought the proposed schools to the public, revealing the ideas
to community, students and staff. Community information and data collection nights and.
staff discussions reopened further requests for ideas on schools to reduce the number of
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schools provided. Ultimately, student surveys and staff inputs resulted in a presentation
of four possible schools to the community. The now four schools were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

An Arts, Business and Communications School.
A Health Sciences and Human Services School
An International School
An Adventure School

Short conceptual videos were produced for each sohool and broadGast on sGhool wide
television with a following survey. Presentations to staff about the four potential schools
also turned up good information about needs and lacking in the new choices of schools.
The findings revealed three important considerations missed by the redesign team.
First, there was a strong student desire to have a school more focused on Arts. The
proposed combination of business and communications was not looked on favorably by
many students and staff who believed there was a need for an arts school. It was also
found that communications and business education would be better served if integrated
into all schools.
Secondly, there was a large student and parent outcry for technology education, and
many surveys and focus groups made it clear that a school of technology, in some fashion
must be proposed as a choice for students.
The third realization centered on student understanding of the International and
Adventure School propositions. These schools did not seem to have a career component
or career connection to them and themes were difficult for students to grasp. The
following surveys showed considerably less support for schools with conceptual themes
rather than those based in careers. This did not affect the viability of the schools, but
brought to the attention of school designers the importance of how their school would be
marketed to parents and students in future events.
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Again the redesign team and leading teachers of the schools made adjustments to the
school propositions and found five school offerings to provide the most for students and
community. The five proposed schools decided upon were:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The International School
Urban Challenge: Service Leaming School
The Arts and Academics Academy
Tli.e Scll.c:ml of Technology, Engineering and Design
The Health Sciences and Human Services School

After presentations of these schools to community through a website, several
community events, presentations to the School Board, and the District Level Community
advisory board and a printed brochure, the redesign team confidently endorsed the five
proposed schools to begin planning for implementation.
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SECTION FOUR
SCHOOL DESIGN TEAMS

Formation of School Design Teams
When proposals for schools are selected by the redesign team, the work to
develop fl'ie sc:l'iools tmgins. School Design Teams are tire work groups who begin putting
pieces of a proposed school together. The process for putting working teams together for
each school is an essential step to including all staff in the implementation process.
Each proposed school has already been associated with several teachers who have
led the concept for the school, and acted as an advocate to get the school created.
Teacher-leaders are naturally developed from these leading designers in the reformation
of Evergreen High School. To assign all members of staff to a design team, the leading

C

Teachers of each school were asked to put together a small conceptual presentation
generally describing their idea for a school.
An in-service half day was used for the presentations and questions and answers
to the whole staff. Following the presentations, interest surveys were given to staff, from
which the small school site coordinator determined which staff members would like to
work on the design team for each school. A list of working assignments was then
promulgated to the staff. All staff, certificated and classified was assigned to a Small
School Design team for the remainder fthe school year.
To begin building a culture of separate small schools, an end was brought to all
staff meetings. With five established working groups, and identified leading-teachers
with each group, information and meetings are organized across the working teams. If the
Small Schools Site Coordinator or Principal of Evergreen had information to put out to
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all staff, presentations were done at five different times during small school release
working days, or time that would normally be used for all staff meetings.
The funding grant allowed extra pay for employees to work at times that were
most convenient to each group. For example one team meets regularly on Mondays after
school for several hours. Another team meets in an early morning hour before school
starts. Each school with their own staff was given control over their working time, with
nothing more than pay and direction to meet regularly to start sharing design ideas about
their school.
With each team meeting within their school, at their own set times, all of the
schools began experiencing what it is actually like to be in a smaller work group and one
that is more conducive to a collaborative working environment. The staff, on whole, has
become engaged in the work of small schools, by working in the context of a smaller
learning community.

Responsibilities of School Design Teams
The school design teams offer an opportunity for empowerment and responsibility
for teachers which the literature has shown is a key element of small school conversion
success. Responsibilities to the teams are delegated through the Principal or the Small
Schools Site Coordinator. The first responsibility of the team is to establish regular
meeting hours. Meetings are to facilitate the design process of the school.
The Small Schools Coordinator will provide each design team with a Design
Template from the district office. The Design Template is a common form used by all
small schools being designed in the district. It addresses key elements of design of the
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small school so they can be rated against a rubric by the district advisory team. The
template is a tool that brings consistency for all small schools across the district. An
example of the district Design Template and Rating Rubric are included in pages 36
through 58 of the appendix.
The ultimate responsibility of the School Design team is to fully complete the
Design Template, and present it to the District Advisory Board. After a rating is assigned
to the school design, based on the template, the advisory board will either forward a
recommendation to the school board for approval of the school, or return the design back
to the design team with recommendations for improvement.

Collaboration
Collaboration occurs at two levels within the structure of the implementation. The
first level is among the committees and teams within the school itself. Committees can be
designated to develop sections of the design template, marketing of the school, or data
collection.
The other expected collaboration is at the Evergreen campus level, where design
team leaders from each school come together to work on issues around sharing services
on a campus. The collaboration also includes the scheduling of shared spaces such as
science labs, library, the gym and cafeteria. This collaboration requires representation of
the school design team needs to carry through the vision or mission of the school. A
campus leadership team called the Site Council is then formed where schools come
together for this level of collaboration. Section five of this chapter describes the
formation and workings of the Site Council.
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SECTION FIVE
THE SITE COUNCIL
The Purpose of the Site Council
The Site Council is a part of a shared leadership team and crucial to the
implementation of small schools co-existing on a single campus. The Site Council is a
team that represents all schools sharing a campus. The purpose of the Site Council is to
bring small school concerns and needs around sharing services and facilities to a
discussion so that the best interests of all schools can be shared and decided upon in a
democratic way.
An important reason to have a Site Council is to allow small schools to act more
autonomously, and have a democratic part in the campus wide decisions that may affect a
small school. A Site Council protects, to a degree, small school autonomy, and allows the
voice of a small school to be heard in the larger environment of a shared campus. These
protections encourage the small schools to act in the better interest of the children they
serve, and the empowerment of designing teachers. The literature has showed giving such
governance to a shared leadership team, as a Site Council, is imperative to the success of
small schools sharing a building or complex.

Formation of the Site Council
Site Council Membership is comprised ofleading teachers representing each of
the schools to be designed. Other support resources also gain membership on the council.
The council represents library services, counseling, administration and classified staff.
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Representatives from the work groups are elected within each group and design team.
Additionally, the small School Site coordinator, representing district, coordinates the
meetings.
Through community engagement events, parents are invited to join the team as
well as students identified by teachers. The Site Council is a working team of fifteen to
twenty people who fully represent the Evergreen Community, with efforts made to reflect
the ethnic, racial and economic diversity of the service area.
The formation of the team comes out of the initially established redesign team.
Many of the leading teachers from the Redesign Team, have interests in the proposed
schools, and as those individuals take more prominent leadership roles in the
development of their small schools, there becomes less of a focus on having a Redesign
Team. The dissolution of the redesign team is the first notable step in the implementation
process; giving way to the newly formed Site Council.
The Site Council shifts focus of the school from the mission of researching
redesign, and moves toward the actual formation of schools to be proposed to the district
community advisory board and the school board.

Development of the Site Council
A key component of the Site Council is consistency. Consistency is evidenced in
three areas of the Site Council: Consistency of Time, Consistency of Discussion and
Consistency of Personnel. These consistencies are crucial to the progression of
implementation as every working session of the council will build upon the last. Without
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the described consistencies, the Site Council would flounder in re-explanation and
scattered focus. The Small Schools Site Coordinator's responsibility for building this
team is to ensure that a timeline is developed for the Site Council so that every step in the
process of implementation keeps the council on task.
Consistency of time is established through the meeting schedule, and familiar
agenda formats. Members are paid for their time with the expectation they will be on time
and present at all meetings, and remain through the meeting to conclusion. Without this
consistency, the team risks set backs in implementation. A meeting schedule is
established for the remainder of the year; every two weeks, at a similar time in a similar
location on the Evergreen Campus. Agenda formats are developed by the Small Schools
Site Coordinator. An example of a Site Council Agenda is on page 59 of the Appendix.
Consistency of Personnel is important to keep the conversations moving in a
direction of progress. Council members need to know other individuals on their team for
best communication. In a situation where different people are regularly showing up to
Site Council Meetings, individuals risk lost time in reacquainting themselves,
understanding of communication behaviors and group norms. New individuals are an
impediment to the third consistency which is a continuation of discussion.
As a timeline is developed, and returned to several times a month, the
conversation must always be moving forward. The consistency of discussion allows
progress to build, without the backtrackings of old discussions or debates about
implementation and the design of new schools. One method for ensuring a consistency in
discussion is through meticulous note taking through publishable minutes.
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A non-member of the Site Council is present, with a computer, for the sole
purpose of recording the events, discussions and motions of the Site Council meeting.
The minutes serve several purposes in addition to keeping the consistency of discussion.
First, the minutes of a last meeting are reviewed at the beginning of a new meeting. This
makes clear to all members where the discussion was left. This practice saves time in the
process of getting all members back on task after several weeks out of the conversation.
Another purpose of the minutes for each site council meeting is to make a record
of discussions, representative positions and statements that occur throughout the
implementation. The minutes are recorded electronically, and posted on a website,
downloadable by any member of the community or district. Minutes are also distributed
via email to all staff members on the Evergreen Council. This ensures a certain
transparency to the entire transformation process to build trust within the community so
that parents, teachers and students can be reassured that they are being represented well,
and that important decisions are not being made behind closed doors; a perception that
traditionally instills mistrust for many working groups. Pages 60 through 62 of the
Appendix are an example of Evergreen Site Council Minutes. The notes of the meetings
provide and invaluable record of the history of the implementation.
The Site Council is also developed through events of common professional
development and professional retreat. Monthly, the Small Schools Coordinator sets up
off-site day long retreats for council members that have activities of professional
development facilitated by a visiting coach, guest speaker or shared readings on
conversion, school design and leadership practices. An important characteristic of Site
Council retreats is that they are off-site andd away from the typical trappings and
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distractions teachers and administrators face in their ordinary working environment.
Local Churches, community centers and libraries often rent rooms for meetings, and are
additionally encouraged to see local school leaders choosing their locations for retreat
type meetings.
The grant under which the Highline School District is primarily funding its
conversion to small schools has a provision for the hiring of Small School Coaches from
school reform organizations, of which there are several in the Puget Sound region. A
coach is to be assigned to each large high school in the district, providing a rich personal
resource to the Site Council. The coach serves the school, working with the Small School
Site Coordinator, for one or two days a week bringing information, data, trainers and
experience to the Site Council and school design teams.

C

Consensus
Decisions made at site council are to be arrived at in a consensus format. The
Research and literature shows that consensus is the most agreeable form of decision
making for all members to come to a satisfactory decision, and is therefore less prone to
sabotage by dissatisfied parties.
Consensus decision making is also empowering to members of the Site Council
who have now stepped into Teacher-Leadership roles. Members can represent their own
school's interest when difficult questions are answered through collaboration, negotiation
and compromise. Because the decisions are recorded, leaders are forced to represent their
constituency well, and to the best of their ability.
A distinction must also be made between the voting powers members have on the
council. At Site Council, a small school representative is speaking for 10 to 15 staff
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members. A representative for the Evergreen library is only speaking for one person.
School design teams carry the most power when trying to reach a consensus. While
shared services have the opportunity to voice their support or disagreement with a
proposition, their opinions are taken from an advisory stand point as the voting schools
taking into consideration the general opinion of the shared services.
When a question is proposed to the council and initial reaction is taken from all
members. Members signal their position with a hand and thumb gesture upwards for
strong support, sideways for reserved support and downwards for serious disagreement.
Every member then speaks to the question at hand, explaining their position. Those in
disagreement must offer a solution or suggestion that would increase their eventual
support of the proposition. When all members are in agreement with the proposition and
believe it is one they and their schools can operate with, then the decision has been made.
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SECTION SIX
CONVERSION BEGINS
Proposal for Schools
With School Design Teams in place and a Site Council formed the conversion is
set to begin. School design Teams begin to meet regularly and work on the completion of
the District Design Template. Elements of the template are reflected in the rubric for the
Design Template which will guide the District SLC Advisory Board through the process
of rating the schools.
Before the schools are moved up to the district level advisory board, a process is
set into place which approves the small school design at the building level. As the small
schools develop, and there is a decision about the implementation date within each
school, they bring their proposal in the form of a presentation to the Site Council. The
Smalls Schools Coordinator schedules the school design team's presentation onto the
agenda of a Site Council Meeting. The proposal may include a descriptive brochure,
handouts, a copy of the design template, and a PowerPoint presentation. The presentation
to the site council may be regarded as a practice run-though for a similar presentation that
lay ahead for the District SLC Advisory Board.
After a presentation has been made to the Site Council, members of the council,
representing all schools and shared services, begin a process of achieving consensus. It is
at this time members can voice concerns or ask questions about the school's proposal.
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When a consensus is achieved, it is documented as an official proposed school of the
eventual Evergreen Implementation Package. The school has achieved a status on the
campus wide conversion timeline, which will allow it to begin more in depth planning
and scheduling for the proposed implementation date.
At this time the school is then placed on an agenda at the District SLC Advisory
Board, where again it presents itself to district and community representatives. This step
is for district awareness of the new school that will eventually be proposed as part of the
Evergreen Implementation Package. The District Advisory Board does not approve or
recommend the school as one school, but offers feedback, input, questions and concerns
for take back to the Site Council and other schools on the docket for proposal. The school
design teams may adjust their school design accordingly.

Proposal for Implementation
After all schools have proposed their plans to the Site Council and meet approval
as an official proposed school of the Evergreen Campus, an implementation plan begins
to come together. The implementation plan is put together by the small schools
coordinator in the form of a proposal and presentation. The presentation if a full package
of schools, and an implementation timeline describing the order and roll out of schools
over the next several years.
Generally, the schools will begin as small housed academies serving all
ninth and tenth grade students. The programs of current Eleventh and Twelfth grade
students remain honored; as they will be allowed to graduate up and out while the new
schools grow into the campus. The implementation is described by the Small Schools
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coordinator in a presentation to the Site Council. A graphic illustrates the Evergreen
implementation plan on pages 63 and 64 of the appendix.

When the Site Council approves an Implementation Package through consensus,
the District SLC Advisory Board is alerted. By a timeline for conversion, this milestone
should be arrived at the nearing the end of the school year proceeding the next school
year marked to start a conversion. This, pending School Board Approval, will allow time
for students and parents to go through a choice and selection process of the schools which
will begin the first year of conversion. Staff must also make selections and be assigned to
appropriate schools. Selection forms for students are exampled on pages 65 and 66 of the
appendix. Teacher Selection forms are exampled on pages 67 and 68 of the appendix.
The implementation package is then presented to the District SLC Advisory
Board. The Advisory Board has already had exposure to the schools and offered input to
designers. The Advisory Board will then decide whether or not to offer a
recommendation to the District School Board and Superintendent for approval of the full
package of schools and implementation. When the recommendation is made, the
proposed package goes before the School Board and Superintendent, and with their
approval, conversion may begin the following school year.

Implementation

Conversion begins according to the provisions of the Implementation Package.
Students and parents are invited to an informational night of presentations from the
schools. Preferences are selected and students are assigned accordingly. With data from
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the student selection, a balancing process begins which addresses the ethnic composition
of each school. To make the schools balance so that each school reflects the ethnic
balance of the Evergreen service area, some students will not be assigned to their first
school of choice. This is an undesirable assignment for some, but a necessary one for the
overall multi-cultural well being of the Evergreen Small Schools campus. While, to date,
this has not been demonstrated in the described process of implementation, it is believed
that with the research, surveys and approvals of schools, not much balancing will have to
be done.
Teachers also go through a preference and selection process. Each school must be
assigned an appropriate number of certificated staff to support the course offerings in
each approved school. This too, means that not all teachers will be assigned to their first
school of choice. Teacher assignments will consider on a case by case basis the
involvement and efforts made in each school design. Leading teachers of school designs
and those who have been most involved will receive the most preference for their
placement into a school.
The first year of implementation affects new ninth graders and current tenth
graders beginning their school year. The students are placed into the schools in the
infancy of their design. The implementation describes schools that grow each year by
adding a class, until the first classes of seniors reach graduation.
Eleventh and twelfth graders remain in their current courses of study for the
remaining few years of implementation, and eventually graduate out of the school. The
Implementation may be described as complete when the first complete school year has
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served three to five small schools, operating as autonomous schools in their own 9 though
12 grade configurations.

Leadership
Another milestone of the implementation that will be realized during the years
leading to full implementation will be the demonstration of the Site Council acting as a
regular body of governance on the campus. The leadership models are currently not
described in this writing, and they have not been decided upon by the schools.
Nonetheless, the Site Council will still act as a campus wide decision making team that
has representative membership from each of the schools, either in the form of several
principals coming together around a decision making table, or teacher-leaders voicing the
needs and concerns of their school. Shared services also take a seat at the Site Council.
What the leadership at each school looks like will be decided by the schools
through the Site council. The decision will have to be approved by the district for
coordination, making sure that pay is appropriate for each leader, and that certificated
evaluation and supervision can remain in the confines of the law and contractual
requirements with unions. These decisions are not a part of the implementation, and thus
not described in this writing. The decisions about leadership are a part of the school
development and the outcome, like the autonomy and success of each school remain to be
seen in the subsequent years of implementation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this project is to create a manual for the school wide conversion of
Evergreen High School, in the Mighline S1:hool District, into four distinctively different,
autonomous, smaller learning communities that will bring strong teams of teachers
together to successfully engage and move all students served in the neighborhood toward
high academic achievement. Chapter Three lists the establishment of six key teams and
activities that need to occur to lay the foundation of a successful conversion, the last step
being the implementation itself.
The author has determined the following milestones based on findings from a
review of literature and other resources related to large high school conversions and key
elements that have contributed to their success. The conversion of Evergreen High
School into smaller learning communities will entail the achievement of these teams and
events which are described in Chapter Four:

1. School Redesign Team

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Collection of Data
Request For Proposals
School Design Teams
Site Council
Conversion Begins
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Conclusions
As a part of this study and development of this project, the following conclusions were
made:
1. Extensive purposeful study must be made by a Redesign Team at both the district
and school levels to have a firm understanding of Small School concepts and
theories so that elements of successful small schools can be worked into the
implementation process.
2. An equal amount of purposeful study must be made to gather stakeholder inputs
so that school designers will have a thorough grasp of student and parent needs
that will be addressed in the design of each school.
3. Decisions need to be made by using information from gathered data to be
effective decisions.
4. Information upon which decisions are made needs to be mostly quantifiable so
that progress can be measured. Qualitative data, though useful, does not allow for
the measurement of progress in an objective manner.
5. In order to assure teacher passion and enthusiasm about schools being designed,
teachers must have a major role in the design processes of the schools.
6. Teacher-designers must be empowered to make decisions about their school in a
way they believe is of the best interest of the students of that school.
7. On a campus where several small schools share services such as the gyms,
cafeteria and the library, there must be a representative Site Council that meets to
make decisions about how the campus can best be shared, while all schools
maintain the integrity of their autonomy.
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8. Decisions that affect a majority of stake holders must be made by a representative
group which achieves consensus.
9. Schools, though themed, must be equal and accessible to all students, and
community education efforts must be made so that parents can understand the
importance of equity between schools.
I 0. For schools to be effective for all students, each must maintain a high level of
rigor, make education relevant to kids and build strong positive relationships
between adults and students.
11. For an implementation to be fully successful there must be a high level of buy-in
and understanding of the need for smaller learning communities from all
stakeholders before the conversion begins.

Recommendations
I. A School Redesign Team must be established several school years before the
expected conversion.
2. Resources must be given to the redesign team to learn about small schools and
educate all stakeholders about why the conversion to small schools has been
made.
3. Several Teams of teachers must visit currently operating small schools so that
they can share what has been learned with others.
4. District influence about school level decisions regarding the schools or
implementation must be kept at a minimum, but respected by Site Councils in
issues of district wide coordination.
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5. A Small Schools Coordinator is appointed by the principal to work full time to
coordinate the conversion to small schools.
6. Regular data collection events are coordinated and documented and the
information dispersed to school design teams.
7. A process for a Request for Proposals from all staff is promulgated so that ideas
for schools come from within the larger school. Small Schools for implementation
are decided upon by staff and community.
8. As soon as small schools are decided upon, all teachers and staff select a preferred
school and are assigned to School Design Teams.
9. Teachers-designers must be empowered as much as possible to design their
schools freely, with professionalism and creativity in an environment that is as
autonomous as possible from other small schools.
10. Teachers must be paid for their design work which is in addition to their normal
contracted work day.
11. A site council must convene and begin developing itself as a representative
decision making team for the campus as the implementation process begins.
12. The Implementation should happen evenly across grade levels so that no students
or staff is left out of the small school environment. Upperclassmen may graduate
up and out under the programs they have already begun.
13. The entire process should take five school years: two years for planning,
education and design, and three years for the graduated implementation of
schools.
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Appendix
Reprinted with permission from the Highline School District
SMALL SCHOOL DESIGN TEMPLATE
PARAMETERS:
~very student will graduate prepared for college, career and citizenship l2S1
~ach school will honor diversity--ensuring the success of students with a full range of ability l2S1
125No more than 100 students per grade l2S1

B-12focus ~
Highline High Schools that Work for All Students

Vision: Educate Every Student and Expect Excellence
Personalization
Equitable, Inclusive, and Multicultural Schools
Clear and High Expectations
Authentic Curriculum and Assessment
Democratic Learning and Choice
Distributed Leadership, Focused on Instruction
Time and Space for Collaboration
Community & Citizenship

Small School Name:
Grade Levels Involved:
Desired Enrollment:
Teachers Leaders: Subjects endorsed to teach

Staff Names and Endorsement/Certifications:
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FOCUS:
Describe your vision, mission, and goals for this school. How does your focus ensure equity and
inclusiveness?

Why would a student choose this school? What about this school makes learning interesting,
exciting, and challenging? How will it be different from the current school?
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How will you use data to inform your work based upon district stated Smaller Learning
Communities hnplementation grant goals (see attachment "A")

Within the new structure, how will the social/emotional needs of children be addressed? What
will be the role of the counselor?
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PERSONALIZATION:
Describe how your design with enable every student to be known well by one adult and to create
his/her own educational plan that includes the 4P's (pathway, portfolio, project, and plan).

How will your design facilitate a learning community that focuses on the quality of teaching and
learning that is individualized and relevant to the students' personal needs?
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EQUITABLE, INCLUSIVE, AND MULTI-CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT:
How will you be sure that every student will learn to his/her highest potential and what will
make this school different?

How will your school ensure that students are challenged with a rigorous and relevant
curriculum?

Describe how the school will utilize a multicultural environment and describe how Special
Needs students and English Language Learners will be incorporated in your school.
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AUTHENTIC CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT:

Describe how the assessment of your students will clearly show the abilities, skills and
knowledge they have gained, and how and when that assessment will be presented to real
audiences.

Describe how students and staff will access and use technology to facilitate learning and
instruction.
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How will instruction reflect student interests, abilities, learning styles, and needs?

If applicable, describe how the school will increase student participation and access to Advanced
Placement, Honors, and International Baccalaureate courses.
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DEMOCRATIC LEARNING AND CHOICE: Parent and community engagement
strategies
What will you do to include parents as partners in their children's learning? How will you
ensure that they understand your school and can participate?

How will you utilize the community as a source of learning and of support?

How will the structure of the school and its policies reflect student voice and choice?

DISTRIBUTIVE AND SHARED LEADERSHIP:
Describe your leadership model, how leadership will focus on teaching and learning, and how it
will assure appropriate intervention and support for all students.
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TIME AND SPACE FOR COLLABORATION:
How will the schedule and calendar reflect time for teachers to learn and plan together?

Identify staff Professional Development goals in the short term (1 year) and long term (3 years).

Describe a day in the life of a student in your small school - classes, interactions, environment,
coursework, schedule, etc.
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COMMUNITY AND CITIZENSHIP:
Describe how your school will graduate students that are prepared for college, career and
citizenship.

Describe how your school will give students the opportunities to access SeaTac OSC, college
coursework, Camp Waskowitz, and Tech Prep credits; as well as outside the high school projects
such as service learning.

List the resources you have identified in your community that you will utilize as resources.
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Attachment "A"
Highline School District DOE SLC Implementation Grant Goals and Objectives

The hope behind the DOE SLC grant is that it will lead to meeting the already established district
student achievement goal. District Destination 2 (strategic plan) is that by 2010 at least 90% of
all sfiideITTS" will meet or exceed standard on the WASL. To do so, the various strategies within
our SLC work will improve overall academic achievement and narrow achievement gaps among
identified groups.
Goal I-Rigor: Increase Academic Expectations
Objectives
l. l
Increase courses that will lead to college eligibility
1.2
Increase courses taken that will lead to college eligibility
1.3
Transcripts will reflect an increase in percentage of students college eligible
1.4
College attendance/completion will increase of an eight year trend (1999-2007)
1.5
SAT/ACT (PSAT participation will increase in% tested and total score
1.6
Honors, AP/IB participation will be increased by % taking, %tested and % passed.

Goal 2-Relevance: Increase Academic Achievement
2.1
WASL composite scores will increase by 50% from 2004-2008
2.2
MAPS composite scores will increase by 50% from 2004-2008
2.3
ITED composite scores will increase by 50% from 2004-2008
Goal 3-Relationships: Develop and implement SLCs in grades 9-12
3.1
By fall 2005 All high schools will implement SLCs in grade 9 (minimum)
3.2
By fall 2005 all high schools will have 100% of students in SLCs 50% or more of the
time.
3.3
By fall 2006 all high schools will implement SLCs in grade 9-10 minimum
3.4
Byfall 2006 all high schools will have 100% of students in SLCs 50% or more of the
time.
3 .5
By fall 2007 all high schools will implement SLCs in grade 9-12.
3 .6
By fall 2007 all high schools will have 100% of students in SLCs 50% or more of the
time.
3. 7
Students will have greater affiliation with schools (connecting to students- Retention of
students-student mentors
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HIGHLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL DESIGN
EVERGREEN VERSION
Design Template Rubric
May2005
The purpose of this rubric is to help the small school planners and those who are supporting the project by
developing a lens through which they might check for the inclusion of key elements of a successful small
school.
The rubric includes each of the elements of the Design Template and should be used as a companion to that
document.*

FOCUS
Vision, mission, and 2oals
1
Early Steos
Beginning stages of thinking
about a "dream" school

Self-Scorin

2
Progress
Has some elements related to a
school with higher student
achievement

3

High Imoact Implementation
Clearly addresses or embeds
G':9 Improvement of academic achievemen
G':9 Principles of effective teaching and le,
G':9 Promotion of equity
G':9 Involvement of the entire school con1r
statement and in revisiting it

Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely ali ns with rubric level

. (select 1,
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c-.:;,OCUS (Cont'd)
· ,,'hat makes this school different and enga in!!
1
Early Steps
Indication that a theme
or career pathway has
been chosen, or that a
particular kind of
learning will be
emphasized.

2

Progress
Some thinking is evident
about the application of
the theme to the
curriculum of the school
and \:Ommunicates the
need for different kinds
of instruction.

3
High Impact Implementation
Details include:
lz;J Plans for assessing students on projects chosen for
their personal appeal
!z;J Instruction that motivates students to learn
!z;J Integration of courses that allows for student
engagement in more authentic: learning
experiences

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _
(select 1, 2, or 3)

I Use of data based on SLC implementation l rant !!Oals

C.~arlv Steos1
No mention of data
other than wanting
students to be more
successful.

2

Pro2ress
Acknowledgement of the
importance of using data,
but no real focus or use to
assess student
achievement.

3

High Impact Implementation
Identification of specific groups of students identified
through the data whose achievement needs to be
targeted in order to create an equitable school.

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _.
(select l, 2, or 3)
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rl?

~OCUS

(Cont'd)

· .~ddressine: social and emotional needs of students
1
Earlv Steps
Awareness that students fail to
succeed for a variety of reasons.

2

Pro11:ress
Some school goals, or perhaps
the mission statement, mention
the support of the "whole child."

3

Hi11:h Impact Implementation
Explicit language around:
rz:;J How the structure of the school will m,
students
rz:;J Who will advise students related to gra
ready
rB Recognition of the rule- of family
rz:;J Involvement of community services

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _
(select 1, 2, or 3)
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~nERSONALIZATION
.uvery student known well by at least one adult; personal 4 year plan. Every student has
an adult mentor. Time is set aside for them to meet
1
Early Steps
General plans, like
"create an advisory."

2

Progress
More detail, specifically
stating how advisory
will be used, how
mstrnction will be
personalized, or how
other structures will
support student learning.

3

High Impact Implementation
Explicit plan for how an advocacy system like advisories
will allow for each student having his/her own plan, as
well as structures that promote knowing students well,

such as:
129
129
129
129
129
129

Block scheduies
Teaming
Looping
Common planning time for teachers
Grouping students and teachers
Teachers working with fewer students per day

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _
·elect 1, 2, or 3)
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1/0

ERS0NALIZATION (Cont'd)

(...,earnin1> communitv with focus on individual learners
1
Earlv Steos
Awareness of the
importance of powerful
teaching and learning.

2
Pro2:ress
Some ideas about what
learning teachers may
need in order to be
successful with each
§tt1dent.

3

Hi2:h lmoact Imolementation
Plan for staff development that will enable teachers, as a
part of a collaborative culture, to develop the skills
necessary to individualize teaching for each learner's
success. This might include such elements as:
l2Sl Inquiry
8 Project based insfiuctlcm
l2Sl Authenticity of curriculum
l2Sl Collaborative groups
l2Sl Democratic classrooms
l2Sl Critical friends groups
l2Sl Lesson study

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ __
1elect 1, 2, or 3)
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J~~QUITABLE, INCLUSIVE, AND MULTI-CULTURAL
~NVIRONMENT
Every student learn at highest potential
1
Early Steps
General statements that
all students will be
allowed or even
encouraged to take
higher-level classes and
that all students will have
equal opportunities

2
Progress
All course offerings
aligned with college
admission requirements
and barriers to course
enrollment are mostly
removed.

3
High Impact Implementation
61 No students are assigned to low-achieving classes,
with the demographics of individual classes
reflected in the demographics of the entire school.
Eacli srudent receives unique support and asademis
preparation to achieve college-readiness.
61 Sample strategies will relate back to the
personalization goals, such as every student being
provided with an adult mentor.

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ __
(select 1, 2, or3)

Each student challen~ed with a rigorous and relevant curriculum
1
Early Steps
Tracking still exists, and
courses look pretty much
the same as in the
comprehensive high
school.

2

Progress
Teachers acknowledge
that all students can do
the work, but do not
describe how they will
change their practice to
make that possible.

3

High Impact Implementation
Teachers will engage in developing their own learning
in order to truly understand the meaning of "rigor" and
"relevance", and will change their practice to enable all
learners to participate at high levels.

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _
(select 1, 2, or 3)
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)~-.:.i.QUITABLE, INCLUSIVE, AND MULTI-CULTURAL
~NVIRONMENT (Cont'd)
Utilization of multi-cultural environment with ELL and special education included
1
Earlv Steos
Growing awareness of
how equity issues impact
student teaming and
opportunities.

'

2

3

Proe:ress
Policies, practices, and
support systems provide
rigorous opportunities for
nearly ail students.

Hie:h Imoact Imolementation
All students have equal access to highly challenging
coursework that is relevant and connected to real life
experiences. Teachers are knowledgeable about
cultural, racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, lingui&tiG; and
special needs characteristics that affect learning and
capitalize upon students' backgrounds when designing
curriculum to meet individual learning needs. Sample
strategies:
l2Sl Specific attention given to unlearning negative
self-stereotypes
[2S] Instructional materials are differentiated to meet
the needs of all learners
l2Sl Teaching strategies selected to target a variety of
learning styles
[2S] Explicit connections are made between student
backgrounds and curricular topics
[2S] Rigorous performance standards are upheld for
all students in all classes
l2Sl Professional development explicitly addresses
issues of equity in the classroom

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _.
(select 1, 2, or 3)
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1
,"

UTHENTIC CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT

·h~cess and use of technolo!!V to facilitate Iearnim• and instruction
1
Earlv Steps
Technology is a skill
taught in a specific class.

2
Pro2ress
The internet is used by
some teachers for
research either by
themselves or for
students,

3

Hi!!h Impact Implementation
A broad-based utilization of technology can be seen:
l2SI In plans for student presentations
l2SI Integration of technology into course work
l2SI Requirement of students to utilize major software
programs such as spread sheets, word processing,
internet research, PowerPoiiif presentations
All students must have access to computers in order for
equitable learning to occur.

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _ .
(select 1, 2, or 3)
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I_\UTHENTIC CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT (Cont'd)
.. ,struction that reflects student interests, abilities, learning stvles, needs.
1
Early Steps
Evidence of desire to
incorporate student
interests and choice into
learning plans and
classroom instrnction is
limited and may vary
throughout the school.

2

3

Progress
Instruction in some
classes may take into
account student interest.

High Impact Implementation
Student work is meaningful and taps into personal
passions and interests. Students are given numerous
opportunities to demonstrate their personal attributes,
gifts, knowledge and skills publicly. Sample strategies:
129 Differentiated instruction
129 Democratic classrooms (negotiated curriculum,
with topics and themes selected with extensive
student input)
129 Student choice in project exhibition modes

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _.
(select 1, 2, or 3)

A..ccess

to hi!!her level academic courses

1
Earlv Stens
General statements about
all students being able to
make the honors choice.

2
Prol!'ress
Awareness that more
students need to be
included, but no clear
strategy about how to get
them there.

3

Hil!'h Imnact Imnlementation
Clear plans for how to scaffold student learning to raise
the abilities of more students to take AP and IB classes
in their junior and senior years; or to develop rigor in all
classes so that these programs are not needed to provide
high levels oflearning.

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _ .
(select 1, 2, or 3)

EVERGREEN SITE ADDITIONS, I-IV
I. Student and Staff Interest
1
,arlv Steps
Low interest expressed
by students and staff in

2

Progress
Notable interest
expressed by students and

3

High Impact Implementation
: High interest expressed by students and staff in the
theme or focus of school concept based on to date
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the theme or focus of
school concept based on
(- fate released
· ...,ormation from
literature, presentations,
surveys or discussion.

staff in schoo 1theme or
focus of school concept
based on to date released
information from
literature, presentations,
surveys or discussion.

released information from literature, presentations,
surveys or discussion.

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our scho~i most closely aligns with rubric level _ _ .
(select 1, 2, or 3)

II. Career and Colle{ e Preparation
1
Early Steps
The school design does
not clearly describe how
students will be better
prepared, certified or
qualified for college or
rreer after irraduation.

2

3

Progress
The school design gives
some examples of how
students
will
be
prepared, certified or
qualified for college or
career after graduation.

High Impact Implementation
The school design offers clear examples of how all
students will be prepared, certified or qualified for
college or career after graduation.

Evidence:

Self-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level
(select 1, 2, or 3)

EVERGREEN SITE ADDITIONS, I-IV (Cont'd)
III. School Staff Readiness for Autonomy (Inside Resources)
1

2

3

Earlv Steos
The school design IS
missing elements that
reflect a staff willingness
to collaborate in a small
school environment or
demonstrating
the
feasibility to stand as
somewhat
autonomous
school.

Pro2ress
The school design has
demonstrated
staff
cohesiveness, a desire to
collaborate m a small
school environment, and
stand as
a mostly
autonomous school.

High Impact lmolementation
The school design clearly shows staff passion about the
school concept, the cohesiveness to collaborate in a
small school environment, and ability to stand as a
mostly autonomous school.
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f-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _ .
l\,dect 1, 2, or 3)

I(

IV. Readiness for Sustained Autonomy (Outside Resources)
1
Early Steps
The school has little or
no
connections
to
resources within the
district and community
or existing programs that
could be developed into
supporting
integral
elements of the proposed
small school.

2
Progress
The school has identified
outside
supporting
resources within the
district and community or
existing programs with
the intent of connection
for the building of long
term
supportive
relationships with the
small school.

3

High Impact Implementation
The school has approached or already established some
relationships with outside supporting resources within
the district, community or existing programs to further
develop long term relationships with the small school.

Evidence:

(~ ~If-Scoring: Based on the evidence listed above, our school most closely aligns with rubric level _ _ .
~, ,select 1, 2, or 3)

EVERGREEN Si-,~LL SCHOOLS
PLANNING SHEET
OBJECTIVE: To create a draft of Vision and Guiding Principles for your Small School.
PROCESS

Review:
1. The District Vision and Guiding
Principles
2. Evergreen Vision and Guiding
Principles
3. Highline School District
Graduation & College Entrance
Requirements
Header:
1. Write The Name of your School in
the Header of the Planning Sheet
2. Write the Focus or Theme of your
School in the Header of the
Planning Sheet
3. Write the Vision of your school in
the Header of the Planning Sheet
Column One:
Write the Guiding Principles of your
School in Column One
Column Two:
Describe how each Guiding Principle will
be reflected in your School.

REVIEW
Highline Public Schools

District Vision: Educate Every Student &
Expect Excellence
Guiding Principles for Redesign:
c, Personalization
c, Equitable, Inclusive and Multicultural
c, Clear and High Expectations
c, Authentic Curriculum and Assessment
Democratic Learning Choice
Distributed Leadership Focused on
Instruction
c, Time and Space for Collaboration
c, Community and Citizenship

s
s

Evergreen High Schools

Vision for Redesign: EHS will provide
student-centered schools in order to
prepare each student with college-ready
skills for their careers, citizenship, and
future studies.
Guiding Principles for Redesign:
Rigor & Quality Instruction
On-going Self-Assessment
All Prepared for Higher Learning
Personalized
Parent & Community Involvement
Inquiry & Project Based Learning
Relevant
c, Shared Leadership
Student Choice
Reflective

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

c,

Each Sc:hool must be less than 400
students
All Students must graduate college
ready (see below)
Each School must attract a full range
of ability and diversity

s
s

CURRENT DISTRICT GRADUATION
&COLLEGE ENTRANCE
REQUIREMENTS (met bV' our scnoo1J

Discipline

College
HSD
Entrance
Graduation
Reauirement Reauirement

English
Social
Studies
Math

3.5 Years
3 Years

4 Years
3 Years

2 Years

Science

2 Years

3 years,
including
Aloebra 2
3 Years
including
Chemistry or
Phvsics

1.5 Years

-

-

2 Years, Sarni
Lanauaae
1 Year

Physical
Education
Foreign
Lanauaae
Fine Art
Voe. Ed.
Health

1 Year
1 Year

-

.5 Year

8l
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Evergreen Site Council
AGENDA: March 3, 2005

Facilitator - SLC Coordinator
Time keeper - TED
Note taker - Rose Brown
Evaluator - Library
Treats - SLC Coordinator
2:20

Opening
Gathering - Review Agenda & Last Meeting Notes
Last Meeting Evaluation Report
Announce Attendance and Representing

2:25

Presentation
Personalization - Gail Barnum
Timeline - Michael Sita

2:45 Discussion
Proposition to begin 9-10 Schools in 2005-2006
Discussion of concerns
Consensus
3:45

Closing
Next ESC Thursday March 17, 2005, 2:20
o Roles:
o Facilitator: TED
o Time Keeper: Library
o Evaluator: Urban Challenge
o Treats: SLC Coordinator
Meeting Evaluation

4:00

Adjourn
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Evergreen Site Council
MARCH 17, 2005
EHS Conference Room
Introductions:
Barb Wilson, Alita White, Kim Thompson, Parent, Norgaard-Reid Barbara, Brainerd, Melissa, Mike Sita,
Joanne Glasgow, Gary Weiseenfeld, Chrissy Dahms, Alethea Young, Gail Barnum, Debbie Thoma, Marci
Stadiem, Steve Miguelez, Kathy Guerra, Stacy Fry, Vicki Potter, Mary Yamaguchi.
Updates/Presentations:
Milrn cumrmmded the Intcrnutional School for their presentation it was well received by the HSD Board,
and an excellent presentation. They{Intl. School) are also presenting tonight at 5:30 to the M;rn!. Tlre
school board will be asking for updates about our SLC work as we continue our planning through the end
of the school year.
Brochure:
Sita: The SLC brochure was distributed today to all staff. This will enable us to move forward on the
surveys .. Mike Sita stated the brochures will be distributed with the student survey on March 241h during
SSR. The Parent surveys will go out to parents on 3lh grade parent night. SLC dates for the Month of
March/April were distributed to all.

s" grade Registration;
Ms. Wilson explained that the Counseling staff will be meeting individually with each student to review
the survey and their course selection. Parents will help by filling out the Parent survey. The student survey
will go to every student in this school. The Parents will fill out the parent survey. Mike Sita mentioned the
surveys {parent & student) will be color-coded for easy distribution/collection.
Survey Distribution:
Mike felt the surveys from Parents, Teachers and Students will be helpful for data collection as we move
forward in the planning process; and consideration and placement of each student in their desired school.
The most important part of the survey information will be to give each school the numbers -- to enable
them to begin scheduling. Teachers/ to Classes/ Classes to Students. Results of survey should be available
in April after we collect and sort the data.
Parent Survey: Ms Thoma mentioned the possibility of putting the survey on website. Ms. Wilson
mentioned that Parent surveys could be distributed during the Student Led conferences on May 161h. Mike
stated that the collection of the information from the parents will be helpful to have; i.e. Honors classes,
AP courses, Electives, Athletics, ...
Concern was expressed about the distribution process ... to ensure that parents will have the opportunity to
fill them out; and get them back to us (Site Council) We should be able to establish that Parent choice
corroborates with Student choice . . At other events i.e. Booster Auction, and Gold Medal awards we could
distribute the surveys at that time.

Ms. Wilson:
Ms. Wilson conveyed to all that when Ms. Barnum made announcement last week to staff; Evergreen will
not go school wide with all five schools next year (only 1 or 2). A group of staff members then felt-- that an
Advisory Group should be fanned to help other students formulate a plan for their school experience to get
the needed support and encouragement from trained staff members. Advisory groups serve an important
role for students; especially when they have critical decisions to make at such a young age.
Advisory committee:
Stacey Fry mentioned that when she has been involved in an Advisory capacity, it has always been a
positive experience. Embedded time (possibly) for this interaction could be homeroom schedule. This
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experience would give students that connection and personalization that we are seeking. A Teacher or staff
member that students could see everyday and stay connected to; Barb Wilson mentioned a few of these
thoughts: (see handout)

I,
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Advisory included students 9-12 so they can connect in small groups
The advisor would help support student with their culminating project
There'd be a captive audience of parents and students
Possibility of developing curriculum during the summertime; try it out -using Reps from each
school. Schools.
Opportunity to work on student success and monitoring progress
Building a re[aiionship iri c6mifi\!i'ilty; i.e-. Imsirresses
Keeps 11th 12th graders involved in small schools
Student led conferences in early spring are an opportunity to showcase their work

Advisory/f1trther disc1tssion:
Ms. Barnum said we could make the Advisory work it's a good idea; everyone is supportive of it; and if
we could get the logistics worked out for both International and Arts school we could begin the process
next school year. Open dialogue about this process was expressed by all present. Ms. Wilson stated that if
kids have a whole year to talk to teachers and know what they are getting into; then kids will be able to
make an informed choice about their school and their future. Vickie Potter asked the question "How will
these schools advise their students once they are in an SLC? Ms Norgaard-Reid stated that it might make
more sense to go grade level Advisory ... Ms. Wilson responded that we could just "let things settle out
and take more time to think about the logistics and process". Ms. Barnum echoed that idea.
Sita; told Advisory groups today, that 05/06 we'll only have 2 schools going live; but it will give time,
plenty of time-- for the Teachers in the planning process for the other schools. Regarding; Leadership
models; they could be different for each small school. The decision making about different leadership
models will be decided in process.
Discussion on other facets of SLC's
HOW do you have that professionalism?
HOW do you hold each other accountable?
Are their mechanisms going to be in place to sort out issues when they come up?
There is a teacher leader/conference next week at Highline HS. It would be a good opportunity for the
Teachers to dialog about how to survive these transitions 3/22/05.
March 28/Site Council Retreat
This will be a full day at Boulevard Park Presbyterian Church at 8am. Each lead rep from each school
should plan to attend. Teachers can plan to call their own sub; using budget code 7197, building initiated
reason. SLC #7197. Monday March 28 at Blvd Park Presbyterian Church.
Agenda
1,
2,
3.
4.

items for workshop/retreat
Leadership models
Leadership skills
How do we communicate
How do we work in teams

Note from Mike Sita; Communication Techniques
Mike stated that as we each leave this meeting, we need to make sure we take the SAME information back
to each school and share the same information with each staff member. So -- that we are not sharing
different information with different schools. Mike mentioned that if we open it up to others, that people
who come to the meetings can be observers and not participants. The Site Council members would, in the
long run be the ones to make decisions and put items on the agenda. Before we invite others to these
meetings, we should define who the members and and what the ground rules are; because we need to be
sure that folks are clear on the role they play in the process.
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Addressing decisions:
Stacy Fry mentioned it would be beneficial to decide which issues are important to take out to the larger
community and which would just stay here in Site Council. Dialogue progressed about how to address
complex issues, problems in each school and how to effectively bring them to the larger group. What kind
of forum would be helpful for these types of issues and questions? Even if it's an issue that's controversial.
Or staff member is cautious about sharing his/her personal ideas about small schools; it can be sensitive.
Mr. Sita stated that as representatives, you are speaking for your school, not as individuals. It is important
to note that distinction.
Reflection on meeting of March 3rd; (Crissy Dahms)
Las! meefillg ln lml"ly Mrrrclr sire felt uncomfortable, It was mGstly that the rlecision was rnshed and that we
go 9/10 with all five schools next year. That there was a lack of clarity on what the intention was at last
meeting. It was difficult to figure out the consensus.
Suggestion for future SLC meeting re-cap
Bamum/Stadiem
At the end of the meeting -- that we have an opportunity at the end of each meeting to take time to check in
or clarify -- so that we are all clear about what the issues are and those other things that got settled, or
decided upon during the meeting. And -- for the visual people -- to have a white board with summary notes
for all to see.
Meeting Review for today: Weisssenfels
Alleviating communication problems
Being aware of communication responsibility to other staff
Collecting questions before site council and bringing them to the table
Getting email addresses from parents -possible to send Parent Survey
Discussing the topic of Advisory and importance of considering that for later on
Wrap up; Advisory Group/Proposal
(A committee came to site council for Advisory, making it work for next year. Working and linking
students with teachers for next year in order to increase education of each small school could be beneficial
for our students. It's been brought and up and that it is a good idea and to propose it be adopted later).

Thursday April 7th regular site council meeting.
Retreat is March 28th

Adjourned at 3:44pm
RBrown
3/17/05
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Small School Preference
Name:

9th

Grade (Freshmen) Only

The Purpose of this Form is to:
1) Determine which of the Evergreen Small Schools you would prefer to be affiliated with
ext year.

SECTION 1: School Selection
Please Select a First or Second Choice for the schools that you think would be the best for you:

The Arts & Academics Academy
College Prep and all subjects taught with a focus toward the Arts in our society.
9'" & !01h Grade Mixed Classes offering:
World History w/ Honors Option
World Literature and Composition w/Honors Option
Integrated Science II w/ Honors Option
Math
Spanish I, possibly Spanish II

First
Choice

Arts Core:
Dance
Music
Performance Arts
Visual Arts

The School of Technology, Engineering & Design
College Prep and all subjects taught with a relationship to our technological society.

'
gth Grade offering: Math
Social Studies / PE
Science I w/Honors Option
English w/Honors Option
Freshman Academic Success Technology
.. French or Spanish

...

.

)

The Health Sciences & Human Services School
College Prep and all subjects taught with a focus on human service or health science

.

Second
Choice

'
1Q1h Grade offering: Math
World History
Science II w/ Honors Option
English w/Honors Option
Web Design/Scheme or Graphics
French or Spanish

Possible Electives: Video Production, Yearbook, Journalism, Band, Choir

'
gth Grade offering: Math
Social Studies/ PE
Science I / Honors
English / Honors
Freshman Academic Success Technology
.. French

First
Choice

Second
Choice

First
Choice

Second
Choice

1Q1h Grade offering: Math
World History / Honors
Science II / Honors
English / Honors
PE/ Health
French

... Possible Electives: Marketing, Exploring Childhood, Careers w/ Children, Band,
Choir, Spanish II, Spanish Ill

'
I

•
~ontinue on other side:

I

Section 1: (Continued) Application
E6

APPLICATION: Use this space to write a few sentences about why you think your first choice of school
/"'Jld be the best fit for you: (The reasons you give will help us make your placement)
1
\.

Section 2: About You
:; Male

Gender: (Fill Circle)

:: Female

What language is mostly spoken at your home?

Which best describes your ethnic background: ( Fill Circle)
:: Hispanic

"""' Asian
....,,

--

....,, Native-American

....,, Eastern-European

--....,,
....,,
•

African-American
Pacific-Islander
Middle-Eastern

...,,,

-....,,

....,,

'-..I

Caucasian
East-African
Multi-Ethnic

Not listed (fill-in)

Student Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Parent S i g n a t u r e - - - - - - - - - - -
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Evergreen Schools
Certificated Staff
Small School Selection Form
Assignment Preferences
Name:
Purpose of this Form:
1. To express your preferences for the Evergreen Small School that you would
like to be a part of for the remainder of this year and next year.
2. To share personal information about endorsements, skills and interests that
will assist in your small school placement.
Information on this form will only be used to help make decisions about staff
assignments for teaching and planning in small schools at Evergreen next year.
The infmmation from this survey will not go into your district personnel files.

Section 1: Small School Assignment Preference
Please list, in order, the schools you would like to be a part of for next year.

Preference
l't Choice

2nd

Choice

3rd

Choice

4th Choice

Sections 2 on other side.

School Name
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Evergreen Schools: Certificated Staff
Small School Selection Form (Page 2)

Section 2: Personal Information
1. The endorsements I currently hold are:

2. The endorsements I am working toward are:

3. The experience, skills and interests I have that qualify me to teach outside
my endorsement:

4. Anything else you would like to share?

DUE: Monday, April 4, 2005@ 2:30
TURN IN: Mike Sita Mailbox or via e-mail

Thank you for filling out this form.

